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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The present study was undertaken in order to examine
variations in observer response to abusive parent-child
interactions
.
Empathy
Emotions can be aroused by various media. Many of us
have responded to poignant dramas with tears, both of joy
and of sadness. We have demonstrated a similar response to
moving literary accounts and to personal narrations of the
emotional experiences of others. In many different ways
external events, at least those that do not directly offend
us
,
appear to readily produce empathic reactions. Stotland
(1969) states that some of this arousal results from our own
identification with the protagonist.
The extent to which we make this vicarious identification
assumes dependence upon how deserving we view the victim to
be of the treatment that s/he is receiving. As individual
s
we perceive another's emotional state first; our own reactions
are the result of our perceptions of that person (Stotland,
1969). For example, if we observe a person who has been
1
2consistently discriminatory in hir 1 treatment of others,
fall victim to one more unscrupulous than hirself, our
reaction might be one of satisfaction. We feel that s/he
is receiving what s/he deserves. On the other hand, if a
person is always trying to do "what is right" and s/he falls
victim to a rogue, our emotional reaction could be one of
outrage. In this instance, our sympathy is aroused for the
oppressed person.
We are motivated to achieve and maintain justice not
just for ourselves, but also for other people (Lerner, 1974).
"We want to believe we live in a world where people get what
they deserve or, rather deserve what they get. We want to
believe that good things happen to good people and serious
suffering comes only to bad people" (Lerner, 1970, p. 207).
The above serves only as a partial definition of empathy.
More specifically, empathy can be defined as a tendency (or
willingness) to symbolically assume another person's emotional
experience, both affectively and cognitively (Hogan, 1969).
This parallel emotional response is observed when there is
an t i cipat ion of an emotional display by another person (Ader-
man § Berkowitz, 1970). Empathy can be further defined as
"an imaginative transposing of oneself into the thinking,
1
To facilitate ease in reading,
will be used as a general term
the possessive pronoun "hir"
throughout this report.
3feeling, and acting of another" (Dymond, 1949, p. 343).
Sharing the feelings of another's emotional experience
does not necessarily imply that we will act, or even feel
compelled to act, in a supportive manner. Thus the sharing
of feelings should be distinguished from acting in a sup-
portive way (Stotland, 1969). The sharing of emotions may
constitute empathy yet empathy may not give rise to any
helpful, or prosocial
, behavior towards another person.
Pro social Behavior
Apparently there are those who can sometimes be selfishly
involved with only themselves and are unconcerned with the
welfare of others. At other times, people will perform
services for others because it appears to lead to mutual gain
or will ultimately benefit the helper (Staub, 1974). Staub
has proffered three major classes of motivators for prosocial
behavior: (a) self-gain; (b) personal values and norms; and
(c) empathy and identification with other people.
Self- gain
,
as a motivator for prosocial behavior, includes
both an expectation of gain and an avoidance of loss to one-
self. Social norms, which act as external pressures, help to
2
Prosocial behavior can be defined as behavior that benefits
other people and usually demands some form of self-sacrifice
from the actor (Staub, In press).
4define acceptable behaviors within a group. Presumably,
people will adhere to these group expectations in order to
avoid disapproval, ostracism, and other negative conse-
quences (Staub, 1978). Social reward, that is, obtaining
reinforcements for performing in a social ly- valued manner,
can also be considered a motivator for prosocial behavior.
Personal values and norms act to stimulate helpful
behaviors. A personal norm is derived from the value/belief
system of an individual. It consists of a person's expecta-
tion of hirself in a variety (or range) of behaviors (Staub,
1978). One may possess a value orientation of concern for
the welfare of others. S/he would then want to behave in a
manner which could minimize the distress felt by others and
enhance their well-being. Those personal norms which form
the foundation for prosocial orientation in behavior include
those that maintain justice and equity, and support the
welfare of fellow humans (Staub, 1978)
.
Empathy and identification with others provide a third
category of motivators for prosocial behavior. The experi-
ence, or anticipation, of another's distress ( empathy ) can
motivate actions to eliminate that distress. Identification
with other people can further promote that empathic response.
5Perceptions
The type or extent of our empathic response will depend
upon our perceptions of another individual's behavior.
Previous studies (Stotland, 1969; Aderman & Berkowitz, 1970;
Regan § Totten, 1975) have demonstrated that various factors
influence our perceptions and these factors are extremely
important in determining the degree to which we empathize
with another individual
.
Some investigators (Raw lings , 196 8 ; Ar on freed, 19 70)
have shown that the observation of a person in need of help
can enhance the likelihood of subsequent help-giving by the
observer. Aderman and Berkowitz (19 70) have suggested that
an observer attending to a person in need of help will
become motivated to help others only to the extent that hir
observation leads hir to feel bad. An individual may act to
reduce the anxiety of another because s/he empathizes with
hir and therefore can reduce hir own anxiety by reducing
the other person's (Stotland, 1969).
Few experimental attempts have been made to determine
the conditions under which such an influence for empathic
responsiveness exists. Within these studies, it is assumed
that empathy entails "an individual putting [hir]self sym-
bolically or imaginatively in another's place" (Stotland,
1969, p. 289). The empathic responses may depend upon what
the observer is imagining (Aderman § Berkowitz, 1970). If
6the individual can imagine hirself in an emotionally moving
situation that another person is experiencing, s/he may also
experience emotions like that person, although the intensi-
ties will be much less than if s/he were actively involved.
Staub (1978) implies that a tendency to take on the role of
others might be increased by prosocial values or cognitions
which increase the sensitivity to others' welfare.
Perceptual (or Instructional) Sets
It has been assumed in the aforementioned studies that
perceptions would vary if, as an observer, an individual
were given instructions to imagine how s/he would feel if
placed in another's situation ( imagine self ) , rather than
imagining what that individual is experiencing emotionally
( ima gin e h im ) . When an individual imagines how someone else
is experiencing an emotional situation
,
part of hir imagining
process will involve placing hirself in the other person's
position
.
Several studies (Stotland, 1969; Aderman § Berkowitz,
1970; Aderman, Brehm & Katz, 1974; Regan § Totten, 1975)
suggests that when an individual is asked only to watch
another person closely, s/he has little tendency to symboli-
cally assume the other 1 s emotional position. Due to the
absence of role-taking, the individual will not experience
much empathy (Stotland, 1969). This perceptual orientation
7appears to allow one to distance oneself from the actual
emotions that another experiences, thereby reducing the
arousal of empathy. Aderman and his associates (1974) have
referred to these instructions, the watch him instructions,
as empathy- in hib it in g.
Relationship Between Empathy and Perceptual Orientation
As stated before, few investigations concerning the
relationship between perceptual orientation and empathy, as
an affective variable, have been conducted (Martin § Toomey,
1973). Those social
-experimental studies which have focused
upon such a relationship have included the following three
observational conditions : imagine self
,
imagine him
, and
watch him .
Stotland (1969, p. 275) claims that "factors which in-
fluence the perception of an other's emotional state are
important in determining the degree of empathy. " He views
the process leading to empathy in terms of these cognitive
variables (perceptual conditions). The major hypotheses of
his pioneering study were based on the as sump t ion that empathy
is the result of such cognitive processes. Since the
imagine self set explicitly involves the emotional responses
of the observer hirself, it was expected that the greatest
degree of empathy would be demonstrated by this observational
set. But results indicated that the imagine him set may
8actually facilitate empathy more than in the imagine self
set
.
Aderman and Berkowitz (1970) further explored the
possibility that the different observational sets would
elicit different empathic responses from observers. It was
proposed that the degree of empathy would influence the
observer's tendency or willingness to engage in helpful, or
pro social behavior
•
Whether an individual will actually assume a certain
observational set, particularly an empathic one, may depend
on hir role-taking capacities: a general sense of one's
inability to influence events may discourage individuals
from assuming another's role. In view of this it seems
reason able to assume that personal ity characteristics con-
tribute to both the tendency and the capacity for role-
taking.
This is not to imply that the observer must be like the
person being observed in order to empathi ze with hir; nor
does it imply the existence of any emotional ties with the
other person (Dymond
,
1949). Yet there are some who appear
to be more sensitive to cues involving feelings from others.
There are obvious differences between individuals. Since
role-taking affects not only perceptions but the manner in
which what is perceived is then processed (Staub, ip press)
,
it is possible that personal ity characteristics may affect
9the degree of empathy one experiences while observing
another within an emotional situation.
Empathy and Situational Variables
Another factor which might affect empathic responsive-
ness is the observed situation. A particular situation may
simultaneously activate a prosocial goal (such as helping
another person in need), and an individual's need for
achievement (the related goal of performing well on some
task) (Staub, In press). In Stotland's study (1969) the
participants were instructed to observe another receiving
painful, or pleasurable heat sensations to the hand. Empathic
arousal was measured physiologically. In Aderman and Berko-
witz' study (1970), participants were asked to listen to a
converstaion between two other people. One person was
defined as being in need of help, while the other was the
potential helper. Depending upon the experimental condition
help was either given or not given. The data indicated an
arousal of empathic responsiveness, the degree of which
depended upon the instructional (observational) set.
Obviously, the content matter of the experimental
conditions in previous studies has been adequately arousing,
that is, some measurable degree of empathy was produced.
But consider what would occur if the content of the observed
situation is associated with an intense emotional response:
10
the degree of empathy aroused should be much greater than
that which has appeared in the previous experimental
inquiries. Variations in observer response to abberant or
aggressive behaviors appear to be influenced to some degree
by perceptual instructions and by personality factors. In
this investigation the author proposes to utilize a content
area that is both reflective of a critical social problem,
and that is believed to provide the basis for emotional
intensity in empathic responsiveness: Physical child abuse.
The Phenomenon of Physical Child Abuse
Throughout our history, children have maintained a low
social status. They have literally suffered as "under-dogs"
in relation to social and legal protective services. In
1874 in the City of New York, the first official child
maltreatment petition was filed. In order to receive proper
attention (and appropriate action) the petition had to be
channeled through the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals (see Bremner, 1971).
Almost a century passed before Dr. C. Henry Kempe and
his pioneering associates nominated this phenomenon a
clinical distinction: "the battered baby syndrome" (see
Kempe, Silverman, Steele, Droegemueller f, Silver, 1962).
Only then did professionals and other public figures begin to
take notice of these 1 i fe - threat en in g behaviors.
11
A growing body of multi-disciplinary literature concern-
ing the phenomenon of child abuse has, in effect, produced
a myriad of definitional statements, the most basic being
the non-accidental, physical assault by an adult upon a
child. Clinical researchers have interpreted these abusive
behaviors to be indications of parental pathology and there-
fore look to the caretaker for explanations of hir behavior
(Kempe, et al_.
, 1962 ; Johnson § Morse, 1968; Bennie § Sclare,
1969; Terr, 1970; Spinetta § Rigler, 1972). Steele and Pol-
lock (1974) describe a relationship between the lack of
adequate mothering received during childhood and the subse-
quent development of abusive parental behaviors. The
absence of such nurturance during childhood appears to be
generational, as case histories continue to indicate experi-
ences of dysfunctional parent-child relationships.
Alternative perspectives for understanding this pheno-
menon have also been investigated. Gil presents a sociopo-
litical framework within which he identifies certain cultural,
social, and ecological factors that impact on the basic
family system (Gil, 1970; 1971a; 1971b; 1973; 1975a; 1975b;
1977). The result is a devastating accumulation of emotional
frustration, loss of control, low self-esteem compounded by
the realities of poverty such as unemployment, poor housing,
inadequate medical care, inadequate educational opportunities
and a dehumanizing social service system. Other researchers
12
continue to elaborate on this social perspective (Gelles,
1973; 1975; 1976; Smith, Hanson § Noble, 1974; Alvy, 1975;
Garbarino, 1976; Zigler, 1976)
.
In considering abusive behaviors as responses to our
sociopolitical system, the foci for blame is shifted away
from the individual caretaker to a mul t i - 1 eve 1 ed system:
society. The abuser is viewed as a victim of social insti-
tutions rather than as a victim of psychopathology
.
Perceptual Definition of Abuse
Utilization of the phenomenon of child abuse as the
content of the observed situation is based on the desire to
explore how individuals choose to define "abusive behavior. 11
Definitions of aggressive acts often depend upon the
imp licit value judgement of the observer rather than the
outcome or effects of the response itself (Tedeschi, Smith
§ Brown, 1974). Thus the individual would have to make a
decision, a value judgement, as to what constitutes an
abusive act versus a disciplinary action before labeling a
given situation abusive. The behavioral situation (child
battering) and its outcome should have a major impact on the
individual definition.
A person's capacity to demonstrate concern for another
individual's welfare may effect the degree of abusiveness
that is perceived within a given situation. If the innocent
13
victim happens to be a child, whom we perceive as basically
helpless during such an interaction, then our concern should
be greater. This increase in concern may be due to the
arousal of empathy, and as such, contributes to the activa-
tion of prosocial goals. Depending upon the amount of this
arousal, one might choose to physically intervene in order
to prevent any serious injury from occuring (to the child or
others). Similarly, one might choose to ignore the situation
for a variety of reasons (e.g. fear of personal harm, minding
one's own business, etc.) and not become involved.
Such information could prove useful in helping to
determine the social and political climate for national
efforts toward the prevention (or elimination) of child
brutal i ty
.
Experimental Hypotheses
In previous studies (Staub, Erkut § Jacquette, as reported
by Staub, 1974; Feinberg, 1977; Grodman, 1977), a number of
personality characteristics were found to correlate signifi-
cantly with measures of helping behavior. According to
Staub (In press), the combination of such individual variables,
and their eventual activation by situational characteristics,
will determine whether a person will or will not behave
prosocially
.
14
In the present study, participants were asked to
respond to a series of personality measures. These self-
report measures were chosen on the basis of their face
validity and prior usefulness as indicators of prosocial
values, and feelings of concern and responsibility for
others. A factor analysis of the measures provided a
primary factor by which individuals were divided into two
mutually exclusive groups: High Prosocial Orientation and
Low Prosocial Orientation.
When people are provided with different perceptual
orientations (e.g. imagine self
,
imagine him
, watch him ) and
instructed to observe another person, the results are indi-
cative of different degrees of emotional experience and/or
behavior (Stotland, 1969; Aderman § Berkowitz, 1972; Ader-
man, Brehm & Katz, 1974). This difference in empathic
responsiveness may be related not only to the influence of
the perceptual instructions, but also to the personality
characteristics of the observer. It is anticipated in this
investigation that the level of prosocial orientation one
exercises will affect the degree of empathy experienced
during the experimental conditions.
As in the previously discussed studies, observational
instructions were provided for each of the participants.
Due to the characteristics of the stimulus materials, the
author found it appropriate to partition the imagine him
15
instructions into two distinctive perceptual sets: imagine
chill and imagine parent. The rationale for this division
is based on the cultural assumption that children are
innocent, dependent, helpless individuals. Perceiving a
child as the target (or victim) of an attack by an adult may
cause the arousal of strong empathy in the observer. In
order to evaluate this hypothesis, the imagine child per-
ceptual set has been included.
Sometimes, however, it is difficult for individuals to
feel empathy for one who is abusive to another, particularly
when it is an adult who is physically abusive to a child.
One must consider many other variables when determining
whether a parent has sufficient justification for attacking
a child. To begin to understand the occurrence of child
abuse, it may be important to understand abusive behaviors
as perceived by the parent. Data generated by the imagine
paren
t
perceptual orientation may provide information con-
cerning those different perceptions of the abusive parent.
Such information is vital in the development of preventive
and intervention strategies for child abuse and neglect.
Both of the above perceptual sets contain the premise
of the imagine him set which has been previously used as
empathy-inducing (Regan & Totten, 1975). In this investiga-
tion it is hypothesized that both imagine child and imagine
paren sets will provide some degree of empathy, although it
16
is expected that the empathic responsiveness in the imagine
chj^d set will be more evident than that in the imagine
parent set
.
Stotland (1969) originally used the watch him observa-
tional set to eliminate (or at least inhibit) empathic
arousal. Within this study the watch him set has been labeled
objective observer. The reason for this slight modification:
the individual is instructed to observe the behaviors of the
parent in a completely objective manner. Considering the
stimulus materials that are being utilized, it is expected
that success in this task, that is, being able to respond
only to the physical movements of the characters within the
situation and not have any emotional or empathic reactions
will be limited. If this hypothesis is supported by the
data, then the content of the situation observed is indeed
a major factor in determining empathic arousal. If emotional
distance is maintained then further evidence is provided in
support of Stotland's watch him observational set.
The fourth perceptual set used within this investigation
will involve Stotland's imagine self set. To avoid confusion
with the other sets, the author has chosen to label this set
imagine witness .
Imagine witness instructions ask a participant to simply
imagine hirself as being physical ly present as a witness to
the actual parent-child interaction. Hir responses should
17
reflect hir own emotions as a result of viewing the inter-
action between the mother and the child. This set was so
defined due to the author's concern that participants would
be unable to successfully imagine themselves as a child, or
as an abusive parent. It also provides the observer with
the opportunity to relate hir own emotional responses rather
than hir perceived reactions of the mother or the child.
Results from Stotland's study indicate that empathic
responsiveness is maximized by the imagine him ( imagine
child / imagine parent ) observational set. Within this inves-
tigation it is expected that the imagine child set will
provide the optimum level of empathy; whereas the imagine
parent set is expected to arouse less empathy than the imagine
self ( imagine witness ) set.
Data generated by the four perceptual conditions will
be effected by the experimental situation, Staub suggests
that the nature of the situation will exert an influence on
prosocial behavior (1978). For this reason both moderately
abusive and severely abusive stimulus conditions were used.
It is hypo the si zed that there will be a significant
difference in the responses given for the moderate abuse
and the severe abuse film segments . Some of these di f f er-
ences are expected to vary with levels of Prosocial Orien-
tation .
18
In addition, the arousal of empathy during the severe
film condition is expected to be greater for females than
for males. This hypothesis is based upon Hogan's findings
(1969) that females are slightly more empathic than males.
The moderate film segment is not expected to provide a
stimulus for prosocial behavior for either sex.
Summary of Hypotheses
This study seeks to investigate a critical social
phenomenon from an alternative perspective: examining
variations in observer response to abusive parent-child
interactions within the general population
.
Main effects
.
It is expected that those responden ts
who are included in the High Prosocial Level group will
demonstrate a more empathic response to the abusive inter-
actions. The severely abusive parent-child interaction is
anticipated to produce a greater degree of empathy from the
participants .
A main effect of perceptual set is hypothesized to
occur. Each of the four instructional sets are expected to
produce specific results:
a. Due to the splitting of Stotland's imagine sel
f
set into the imagine child and the imagine
paren t set, it is hypothesized that more empa-
thy will be demonstrated by those subjects in
19
the imagine child set.
b. Further, it is hypothesized that the imagine
child se t will produce more empathy than any
of the three perceptual sets.
c. Respondents in the imagine parent set are not
expected to experience as much empathy as those
subjects in the imagine witness set. This
hypothesis is based upon Stotland's results
(1969) of the imagine self ( witness ) set pro-
ducing more empathy than imagine him ( parent )
set
.
For clarification of the above statements , the degree of
empathy produced by the perceptual sets is hypothesized to
be : imagine child > imagine witness > imagine parent > ob j ec -
t ive observer .
Interaction effects . A Film condition and Sex inter-
action is hypothesized to occur. Females viewing the Severe
film segment are expected to demonstrate a greater degree of
empathy than males in the same film condition.
Film conditions and Perceptual Sets are hypothesized to
produce interaction effect s on empathic responsiveness. Within
the Severe condition, particular interest lies in the data
generated from both the imagine child and the imagine parent
perceptual set s
.
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Other first- and second-order interactions are anti-
cipated to effect empathic responsiveness. The direction of
the effects of these interactions (e.g. Film condition and
Prosocial Level, Prosocial Level and Perceptual Set) were
not predicted
.
From this view, this investigation can be considered
inductive: It seeks to generate new areas for social inquiry;
to provide alternative perspectives on a social problem; and
to recognize the attitudes with which we now placate our
social apathy
It is important that we explore the manner in which our
society perceives and accepts the incidence of child batter-
ing; our myths, expectations, prejudices and beliefs. Child
maltreatment can be viewed as a function of many societal
failures; it can also be viewed as the result of a dysfunc-
tional pattern of behaviors within the family system. Which-
ever is believed, the effect is the same: our children
continue to suffer the enormous consequences, and at various
levels. We must take the initial steps in building a social
environment of emotional support and assistance for one
another, and especially for those families who are presently
struggling within abusive environments.
CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Sub j ects
The subjects were all volunteers from undergraduate
psychology courses at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. For their participation they received three
experimental credits which could be applied toward their
individual grades
.
A total of 384 subjects participated in Session I
(personality measures); 16% (64) of this population did not
return for Session II (film segment and questionnaires)
.
The total number of subjects yielding analyzable data then,
was 320
,
(see Table 1)
.
There was no particular selection of subjects on the
basis of sex, race or age. Such demographic information was
collected during the course of experimentation. Results of
the analysis of this data appears in Chapter Three.
Subjects were assured of the confidentiality of their
responses and were each assigned a four-digit number in order
to identify test data for the purpose of computer scoring
and analysis. Treatment of participants was in accordance
with the ethical standards of the American Psychological
Association
.
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Table 1
Subject Participation
Mai es Femal es Totals
Groups % N % N %
Total number of
Ss participating
in Session 1 108 28. 1 276 71. 9 384 100. 0
Number of Ss who
did not return
for Session 2 15 23. 4 49 76. 6 64 16.
Number of Ss who
participated in
both sessions 93 23. 1 227 '0. 9 320 33.
*
3
'Percentages are based on a total of 334 participants.
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E xperimen tal Mat e rial
s
This investigation was conducted in two experimental
s es s ion s .
Session I
. Test materials consisted of eight measures
of personality. Three of these scales, Affiliation, Achi eve
men t
>
and Orientation to the psychological needs of others
,
were developed by Feinberg and Staub (1976). Individually,
these scales attempt to gather information about the import-
ance of each of the stated qualities to people, as well as
peoples 1 perceptions of their capacity to respond to others
'
psychological needs. Each of these scales accomplishes this
by asking direct questions about peoples 1 feelings and their
behaviors, in relation to other people with whom they have
different degrees of relate dn ess (e.g. strangers, acquaint-
ances, friends, etc.) . Thus these are measures of direct
self-report and self-prediction of behavior.
In order to gain the approval of others, individuals
will describe themselves in favorable, socially desirable
terms (Robinson § Shaver, 1969). Crown e and Mar lowe ? s
Social Desirability Scale (1960) attempts to locate those
individuals by presenting two types of statements: half that
are culturally acceptable but probably untrue, and the other
half which are true but undesirable. A test-retest correla-
tion for this scale, over a one month period, was .88.
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In a review of experimental findings, Hogan (1969)
offers his measure of empathy, having been carefully con-
structed and serving as an adequate assessor of empathic
responsiveness. Hogan's Scale of Empathy 5 is a composite
of 31 items from the California Psychological Inventory,
25 items from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory,
and eight items from the Institute of Personality Assessment
and Research. According to Hogan, high scorers tend to be
''socially acute and sensitive to nuances in interpersonal
behavior, " while low scorers are viewed as "hostile, cold
and insensitive to the feelings of others" (Hogan, 1969,
p. 315).
Rokeach's Value Survey (1968) assesses a respondent's
hierarchical arrangement of both instrumental values (refer-
ing to preferable modes of conduct), and terminal values
(refering to preferable end states of existence). The test-
retest reliability for this instrument is reported in the . 70 1 s
3
Permission to abstract and reproduce items for research
purposes only, which are included in the empathy scale was
given by the Psychological Corporation. Consulting Psychol
ogists Press, and the Institute of Personal ity Assessment
and Research, for use of items taken from the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personal ity Inventory, the California Psycholo
gical Inventory and an unpublished test at the Institute.
"Since there is evidence to indicate that item responses
obtained to selected i terns isolated from the context of a
personality inventory may not be comparable to those ob-
tained within the context, the results of this research
should not be considered applicable to the standardized
complete form of the inventory."
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Schwartz 1 Ascription of Responsibility scale (1968)
attempts to evaluate the extent to which people tend to
ascribe responsibility to themselves for others' behaviors
in contrast to ascribing responsibility away from themselves
that minimizes their responsibility. Schwartz (1970) has
suggested this tendency to ascribe responsibility to them-
selves for others 1 behaviors which maximizes their responsi-
bility is an important determinant of helping behavior.
This test has been validated in a number of studies of help-
ing behavior
.
The Machiavellianism (C- Scale ) , which was developed by
Christie and Geis (1969), attempts to tap a person's general
strategy for dealing with other people. The scale especially
attempts to define the degree to which an individual feels
other people are man ipul able in interpersonal situations.
Research evidence tends to describe high scorers as "less
emotionally involved with other people, with sensitive
issues, or with saving face in embarrassing situations"
(Robinson § Shaver, 1969).
Session II . Experimental materials for this session
included a four-minute segment from a film produced by
Bernstein and Staub (1976) demonstrating the re-enactment of
a moderately abusive parent-child interaction; and a two-
minute segment from a film "Fragile: Handle with Care,"
4
produced by the Independent Order of Foresters (1974)
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demonstrating the re-enactment of a severely abusive parent-
child interaction.
Both the free-response questionnaire and the objective
scalings were developed by the investigator for the purposes
of this study
.
Procedure
Students were asked to attend two separate meetings
for approximately lh hours per session. Groups for Session I
varied in size from 30 to 50 participants; for Session II
group participation was limited to nine subjects each. The
smaller groups were conducted for the second experimental
situation (film viewing) in order to reduce the possibility
of an "audience" effect. Subjects attended both sessions
according to their individual time schedules. Data col lection
from Session I was completed approximately one month prior
to Session II participation.
Durin g the first meet in g subjects were given an experi-
mental consent form which explained the requirements for
their participation. After signing this form, each subject
was assigned a four-digit identification number to insure
confidentiality, and given a series of paper-and-pencil
4
Permission to use this film segment for experimental purposes
was granted to the author by the Independent Order of
Foresters, Ontario, Canada.
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personality measures with an explanation of the purpose of
the tests (see Appendix A).
Data generated from factor analyses by sex, on four of
the measures (Hogan's Scale of Empathy
; Rokeach's Value
Survey; Schwartz' Ascription of Responsibility ; and Christie's
Machiavellianism C- Scale ) provided separate factor scores for
each participant. Using the mdeian score as a determinant
for distribution, subjects were assigned to either the High
or Low Prosocial Orientation group. Subjects scores falling
at the median (equal in value to the median) were eliminated.
Experimental participation for Session II consisted of
viewing a brief film depicting a parent-child interaction,
and rating reactions to the film on seven-point scales on a
variety of dimensions (308). In addition they were given
the opportunity to subjectively respond to the same questions
pertaining to their reactions (see Appendix B)
.
Subjects were given the experimental materials with
basic instructions for completing the rating scales. The
instructions were read aloud to the participants by the exper-
imenter. Subjects were then given one minute in which to
read the specific observational instructions to themselves.
Assignment to experimental conditions was determined by the
instructional set. In order to reduce the possibility of
experimenter bias, the experimenter was blind as to the
subject's instructional set until the end of the session.
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A subject who had been randomly assigned to an imagine
child condition read the following instructions to hirself:
In a few moments you will observe the re-enactment
ot an interaction between a mother and her childYou see all that happens but you need not be
concerned about you yourself being seen. That isimagine that you are an invisible witness.
Please try to imagine what this experience is likefor the child - how this child feels when the
things that you see are happening. Picture to
yourself just how this child is feeling. You are
to concentrate on the child's emotional experi-
ences and thoughts during the interaction.
Imagine what it is like for the child.
Subjects who received an imagine parent instructional
set read the following:
In a few moments you will observe the re enactment
of an interaction between a mother and her child.
You see all that happens but you need not be
concerned about you yourself being seen. That is,
imagine that you are an invisible witness.
Please try to imagine what this experience is like
for the mother - how this mother feels when the
things you see are happening. Picture to yourself
just how this mother is feel in g. You are to
concentrate on the mother ' s emotional experiences
and thoughts during the interaction.
Imagine what it is like for the mother.
Subjects who had been randomly assigned to an imagine
witness condition read the fol lowing instructions to hirself
In a few moments you will observe the re-enactment
of an interaction between a mother and her child.
While you are doing so, please imagine that you
are a witness to this interaction, a witness whose
presence is not known to the mother or the child.
You see all that happens but you need not be
concerned about you yourself being seen. That is,
imagine that you are an invisible witness.
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Finally, subjects who received the objective observer
instructional set read the following:
In a few moments you will observe the re-enactment
or an interaction between a mother and her childYou see all that happens but you need not be
concerned about you yourself being seen. That isimagine that you are an invisible witness.
Please try to carefully observe the way in whichthe mother acts. Note her body movements, the
style and manner in which she moves or uses herbody. Note her gestures and the quality of her
physical expressiveness. You are to notice all
of the details of movement and actions of the
mother
.
Subjects were then exposed to a short film segment
depicting the re-enactment of an abusive parent-child
interaction. Film segments depicted mother-daughter relation-
ships, and demonstrated behaviors that were either moderately
abusive (hair-pulling) or severely abusive (physical beating).
A summary of each film segment is presented in Appendices C
and D
.
Following exposure to the film condition, participants
responded to the presented questionnaires. Upon completion
of this task, subjects were debriefed and their experimental
participation was ended
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Demo graph i c In format ion 5
Females accounted for 71% of the population sample; the
remaining 29% were males. Four percent of the participants
were married with only 2% having children of their own.
[Notice of this small percentage is critical as this study
sought to examine reactions to abusive parent - child inter-
actions . ]
All participants were affiliated with the University.
Eighty-nine percent were between the ages of 17 and 22.
Table 2 presents the distribution of subjects by age and
grade leve 1
.
Ninety- three percent of the participants identified
themselves as White; the distribution of subjects by self-
identified ethnic background is presented in Table 3.
Thirteen percent of the respondents claimed affiliation with
either non-Western religions or none at all, while half of
the population identified themselves as Cat hoi ic. Table 4
presents information concerning religious preferences of the
participants
.
5
"
Frequencies are based on a total population of 320 subjects.
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Ethnic Label
Black
Whi te
Asian/Oriental
Spanish/Latin
OtheT
Mo Response
Table 3
Distribution of Subjects
Sex and Ethnic Identity
Male
2
87
Female
4
210
5
ta
1
s
Total
6
297
5
2
2
3
Percen tage
1.9
92.8
1.6
.6
.6
2.5
TOTALS 227 320 100. 0
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Table 4
The Distribution of Subjects
by Claimed Religious Affiliation
Religion N %
Catho lie 159 49 . 7
Pro tes tan t 68 21.2
Jewish 49 15. 3
Other or None 40 12.5
No Response 4 1.2
TOTALS 320 100. 0
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Finally subjects were asked the number of children in
their family of origin, and their position amongst their
siblings. More than half of the participants were from
families of three or fewer children, with 1% having no
siblings. Tables 5 and 6 present this data for all parti-
cipants .
Tests of Hypotheses
The design of this study was a 2x4x2x2 factorial. Two
levels of the n on -man ipul at ed prosocial factor (High and
Low)
,
four levels of the experimentally manipulated percep-
tual instruction factor (imagine child, imagine parent,
imagine witness, and objective observer), two levels of the
manipulated film factor (Moderate and Severe), and two
levels of the sex factor (male and female) comprised the
four independent variables of this investigation.
In order to test the effects of the four independent
variables (Film, Sex, Perceptual Set and Prosocial Level),
a series of analyses of variance were performed.
Subjects were assigned to High or Low Prosocial Levels
on the basis of their factor scores, which were produced by
the initial factor analysis procedure. Those scores which
were equal in value to the median were not included in any
analyses involving the variable Prosocial Level. This one
percent was included, however, when the analysis of variance
35
Table 5
The Distribution of Sub j ects by Number of Siblings
in Their Families of Origin
Number of Siblings* N %
1 9 2.8
2 86 26 . 9
3 80 25 . 0
4 58 18. 1
5 34 10.6
6 21 6.6
7i 1 Q
8 4 1.2
9 or more 7
No Response 2 . 6
TOTALS 320 100. 0
includes subjects hirself
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Table 6
The Distribution of Sub j ects
•
oy Ordinal Position in Family
Position N %
Only child 9 2. 8
Oldest child 93 29. 1
Middle child 120 37. 5
Youngest child 96 30. 0
TOTALS 320 100. 0
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involved only the variables Film, Perceptual Set and Sex.
Due to a relatively large percentage of females within
the experimental sample (71%), it was necessary to perform
one set of analyses exclusively on female responses (Film
by Perceptual Set by Prosocial Level). This was done to
avoid any sex bias in the interpretation of the data.
Another series of analyses were performed which tested the
effect of Sex.
In addition, since subjects were more evenly distri-
buted by sex within the Severe film condition, a separate
analysis of these data was employed (Perceptual Set by Sex
by Prosocial Level) .
Tables 7 and 8 display the number of subjects within
each condition both prior to and after assignment to Pro-
social Level. The reader should note the number of female
participants within each experimental condition.
A total of 155 dependent variables were measured. A
table which presents those significant effects as indicated
by analyses of variance is located in the Appendices (E).
In this experimental investigation empathy is defined
as a tendency (or willingness) to symbol ically assume
another person ' s emotional experience, both cognitively and
affectively. Statistical analysis of respondents 1 data
provided in format ion concern in g both the affective and
cognitive components of empathic responsiveness. Inspection
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of Appendix E will demonstrate a significant consistency
among the dependent variables. As it would be both redundant
and cumbersome to analyze and interpret all the dependent
variables, a select group of variables that represent both
cognitive and affective influences for empathy are reported.
Subjects' cognitive perception of the film . Mean
responses of subjects in each film condition indicated that
neither film was perceived as depictive of typical parent-
child interactions (see Figure 1). Yet those subjects who
viewed the re-enactment of a Severely abusive (as compared
to a Moderately abusive) situation, described it as a
significantly less normal interaction between a mother and
her child (F=24.8, df=l, p< .001, 7-1.57, X -1.17).
in S
Analysis of variance further indicated that Perceptual
Set instructions affected subjects 1 perceptions of the
normal ity of the parent-child interactions (£=3.59, df = 3
,
p< .01) regardless of the Film condition. Figure 2 provides
the mean response for subjects within each perceptual set.
Post-hoc analysis located the source of difference
between Perceptual Set groups. The Tukey Multiple Range
Test indicated a significant difference in rating the nor-
mality of the parent-child interaction between those subjects
in the imagine child and the imagine parent perceptual set
conditions (P < .05). Table 9 presents these results.
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1.60
1
. 50
Mean response: A 1.40
normal interaction
between a mother 1 30
and her child
1 . 20
1.10
1
. 00
moderate severe
Fi lm Condi t ion
Figure 1. Main effect of Film on rating the normality of
the interaction between the mother and her child.
1.60
Mean
Response :
A normal
in teract ion
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 2. Main effect of Perceptual Set
normality of the parent-child
on rating the
interaction
.
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Table 9
ANOVA and Post-hoc Analysis
on Main Effect of Perceptual Set:
Rating the Normality of the Parent-Child Interacti
Summary of ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source df ss MS F Prob
Between groups 3 5 . 43 1 .81 3.07 .03
Within groups 307 181 . 05 .59
"Total" 310 186. 48
Summary of the TUKEY MULTIPLE RANGE TEST
Groups *
1 4 3 2
Means 1, 25 1.27 1 .38 1.58
No te . The line joins those means which are not significantly
different from each other at the .05 level.
*1 - imagine child
2 - imagine parent
3 - imagine witness
4 - objective observer
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In rating the abnormality of the mother's reaction to
her child, subjects' mean response across Film differed
according to Sex (F=8.41, df=l, p <.004; X>5.02 , X =5.86).
Male respondents were more apt to describe the mother's
reactions to her child as abnormal. Figure 3 graphically
displays this effect.
In addition, an interaction of Film and Sex on subjects'
rating of the child's punishment as an understandable one
was indicated by analysis of variance (F=4.11, df=l, p <.05).
Figure 4 shows a greater discrepancy in mean scores within
the Moderate film condition. Female respondents in this
condition were least likely to judge the child' s punishment
as an understandable one (X
f
=l. 13, x"
m
=l - 4 3); yet females in
the Severe condition were more likely (than males) to judge
the punishment as understandable (Xf*l. 19, Xm»l. 15)
.
Subjects' emotional response during film viewing . An
interaction of Film and Sex regarding subjects' feelings of
amusement during film viewing was indicated by analysis of
variance (£=7.03, df=l, p <.008; see Figure 5). Males in
the Severe condition were not as amused while film viewing
as were males in the Moderate condition (X =1.47, Xm =2.11).
Further analysis indicated an additional interaction of
Perceptual Set and Sex on subjects' feelings of amusement
during film viewing (F=2.94, df=3, p <.034). Upon inspection
of Figure 6, it is clear that males in the imagine parent
45
female male
Figure 3. Main effect of Sex on rating the abnormality
of the mother's reaction to her child.
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males
femal es
1 . 50
Mean 1>40
respon se :
An under
1
. 30
s tandab 1
e
pun ishmen
t
of a child 1 20
1.10
1 . 00
moderate severe
Fi lm Condi t ion
Figure 4. Film by Sex interaction on rating
of the child by the mother.
the pun i shmen
t
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Mean Response
Amused
2.10
2.00
1.90
1.80
1.70
1.60
150
1.40
1.30
1.20
1. 1 0
1.0 0
males
femal es
moderate severe
Fi lm Condition
Fi gure 5 . Film by Sex interaction on reported
amusement during film viewing.
feelings of
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males
femal es
210
2.00
1.90
"O 1.80
0)
E 1.7 0
<
1.6 0
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 6. Perceptual Set by Sex interaction on reported
feelings of amusement during film viewing.
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Perceptual Set across film, were most likely to report
feeling amused during film viewing.
In general, males more than females, tended to claim
the experience of feeling amused during film viewing (F=31.54,
df=l,
p <.001; V 1 ' 72 ' V 1 -")- Figure 7 demonstrates the
main effect of Sex on ratings of amusement during film
viewing.
Subjects in the Severe film condition were less prone to
report feelings of boredom while viewing the parent-child
interaction (F=74.24, df=l, p< .001; X
s
= 1 . 1 8 , Xm =2.03).
Figure 8 displays the mean response for each film condition
.
In addition, analysis of variance indicated a significant
difference in the reporting of such bored feelings across the
four perceptual sets (F=5.00, df=3, p< .002; see Figure 9).
Post-hoc analysis located the source of these differences
between Perceptual Set groups. Both the Tukey and the Scheffe
Multiple Range Tests indicated a significant difference in
rating feelings of boredom during film viewing between those
subjects in the imagine child and the imagine parent Percep-
tual Set conditions (p< .05). Table 10 presents these results
Further analysis indicated an interaction of Film and
Perceptual Set on rating feelings of boredom (£=4.08, df=3,
p< .007). Respondents in the Moderate film condition who were
given the imagine parent instructions tended to report
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Mean Response
Amus ed
1.7 0
1.60
1.50
1.40
1.3 0
1.2 0
1.1 0
1.00
females males
Sex
Figure 7. Main effect of Sex on reported feelings of
amusement during film viewing.
Mean
Response :
Bored
200
1.90
1.80
1.70
1.60
1.50
1.40
1.30
1.20
1.1 0
1.0 0
moderate severe
Film Condition
Figure 8. Main effect of
boredom dur in
g
Film
film
on reported feelings of
vi ewin g
.
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 9. Main effect of Perceptual Set on reported
feelings of boredom during film viewing.
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Table 10
ANOVA and Post-hoc Analysis
on Main Effect of Perceptual Set
:
Rating Feelings of Boredom During Film Viewing
Summary of ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source df SS MS F Prob.
Between groups 3 16.24 5.41 4.49 .004
Within groups 312 375.72 1.20
"Total" 315 391 .96
Summary of the TUKEY MULTIPLE RANGE TEST
Groups *
1 3 4 2
Means 1.38 1.51 1.53 1.98
Summary of the SCHEFFE MULTIPLE RANGE TEST
Groups *
1 3 4 2
Mean s 1.38 1.51 1.53 1.98
Note . The line joins those means which are not significantly
different from each other at the .05 level.
*1 - imagine child
2 - imagine parent
3 - imagine witness
4 - objective observer
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greater feelings of boredom than respondents in other experi-
mental groups. Figure 10 demonstrates this effect.
Regarding feelings of anger during film viewing, an
analysis of variance indicated a significant main effect of
Sex on mean responses (F-4.78, df=l, p< .03). Female parti-
cipants tended to report feelings of anger more often than
males (X =5.40, X =4.95)
.
r m
In addition, an analysis of variance indicated a signi-
ficant interaction effect of Perceptual Set and Prosocial
Level on reported feelings of anger within the Severe condi-
tion (F=2.82, df=3, p< .041). An inspection of Figure 11
clearly suggests that subjects in the Low Prosocial group
were less likely to experience angry feelings during film
viewing. Those Low Prosocial subjects in the imagine parent
Perceptual Set condition reported feeling the least angry of
all experimental groups during film viewing.
Results from analysis of variance performed exclusively
on female responses indicated a significant difference be-
tween Prosocial Levels in reports of helpless feelings during
film viewing (F=4.02, df=l, p< .05). Female respondents who
were included in the High Prosocial group tended to report
feeling significantly more helpless than respondents in the
Low Prosocial group. Figure 12 clearly illustrates this
effect (YH =4.80, YL=4.56).
A significant interaction effect of Perceptual Set and
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Mean
Respons
e
Bored
^3 moderate
severe
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 10. Film by Perceptual Set interaction on reported
feelings of boredom during film viewing.
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High PSL
Low PSL
Mean
Respon se
:
An gry
5.7 0
5.60
5.50
5.40
5.30
5.20
5-1 0
5.00
4.90
4.80
4.7 0
n
m
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 11. Perceptual Set by Prosocial Level interaction on
reported feelings of anger during film viewing
in the Severe condition.
5 7
4.90
Mean Respon s e
:
Helpless
High Low
Prosocial Leve
1
Figure 12
.
Main effect of Prosocial Level on female
respondents 1 reported feelings of helplessness
during film viewing.
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Prosocial Level on feelings of helplessness was indicated by
analysis of variance exclusively on female responses (F=2.85,
df=3, p<.039). Figure 13 suggests that female respondents
in both the imagine parent and the imagine child Perceptual
Set conditions experienced feelings of helplessness during
film viewing as a function of Prosocial Level.
Further analysis conducted on this interaction indicated
that the only statistically significant difference was
between High and Low Prosocial women in the imagine parent
Perceptual Set. This value is significant for a two-tailed
probability (t=2.51, df-75.6, p<.014). Low Prosocial
females in the imagine parent condition were least likely to
experience such feelings (X=4.10); High Prosocial women in
the same perceptual condition described themselves as feeling
fairly helpless (X=5.24).
Subjects' perceptions of the mother's feelings prior to
her actions . Analysis of variance indicated that those
subjects viewing the Severely abusive parent-child interaction
perceived the mother to be an grier prior to her actions than
those viewing the Moderately abusive interaction (F_=14.28,
df=l, p<.001). Mean responses indicate that the mothers in
both films were perceived as feeling fairly angry (Xm=5.72,
X =6 . 35)
.
s
'
In addition, an interaction of Film and Perceptual Set
was indicated by analysis of variance (F=3.84, df=3, p<.01).
0 High PSL
9 Low PSL
Mean
Response :
Helpless
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 13. Perceptual Set by Prosocial Level interaction on
female respondents' reported feelings of help-
lessness during film viewing.
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Figure 14 suggests that subjects with imagine child perceptual
instructions judged the degree of anger experienced by the
mother differently depending upon the Film condition.
In order to further interpret this interaction, a series
of t-tests were performed. The only significant difference
was found to be between Films in the imagine child condition
(!= -3 -l> df=46.8, p<.003). Subjects in this perceptual
condition viewing the Severe film segment saw the mother as
significantly more angry than imagine child subjects in the
Moderate film condition.
Results of analysis of variance indicated a significant
difference between film conditions with regards to di sap -
pointment (£=4.19, df=l, p<.05). Mean responses indicate
that subjects in the Moderate condition (X~
m
= 5.72) were less
likely to perceive the mother as being disappointed prior to
her actions. The mother in the Severe film segment was rated
as feeling very disappointed (X =6.35).
s
Subjects viewing the Severely abusive parent-child
interaction rated the mother as feeling significantly more
resentful prior to her actions than the mother in the Moder-
ate condition (F=45.16, df=l, p<.001; Xm=4.57, X g =4.82).
Analysis of variance indicated a significant difference
in response rating between male and female participants
(£=29.32, df=l, p<.001). Females tended to describe the
mother as feeling more resentful than did male respondents
61
Bl severe
v . moderate
Figure 14. Film by Perceptual
the mother's anpry
Set interaction on rating
feelings prior to her actions.
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X =5.32
,
X =4 . 82) .f m '
In addition, subjects in the Severe condition more
often attributed feelings of unhappiness to the mother prior
to the abusive interaction. Analysis of variance indicated
a significant difference between Film conditions with regards
to feelings of unhappiness (F=33.52, df=l, p< .001).
Further analysis indicated a Film and Perceptual Set
interaction on ratings of the mother 1 s unhappiness (F=3. 27,
df=l, p < . 022) . Upon inspection of Figure 15, it is clear
that those subjects with imagine witness observational
instructions perceived the mother as unhappy depending upon
the Film condition. Respondents in the Severe condition with
the above perceptual instructions were more likely to
attribute unhappiness to the mother (X"
m
=4.41, X *6.42). The
participants in the Moderate film condition with ob j ect ive
observer instructions perceived the mother as unhappier than
those in the Severe condition with the same perceptual
instructions (Xm=5.90, X"s = 5.69). Subjects with imagine child
instructions in the Moderate condition attributed less
unhappiness to the mother than those in the Severe condition
(X
m=5.28, X s = 6. 21) •
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severe
moderate
Mean
Respon se
Unhappy
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 15. Film by Perceptual Set interaction on respondents'
perceptions of the mother ' s un happiness.
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Subjects' perceptions of the mother's motives, intention.
and/or reasons for her behavior. Subjects in the two Film
conditions differed significantly in their perceptions of
the mother's reasons for her behavior. Subjects in the
Severe condition were less likely to view the mother's reason
aS d°i"g her job as a parent (X~
s
= 2.46) than those in the
Moderate film condition (X
m
=3.72; F=49.8, df=l, p<.001).
Analysis of variance indicated that subjects in the
Moderate condition were more inclined to accept that the
mother's intention was to make sure the child learns what
needs to be learned fF=11.41, df-1, p<.001; X~m = 4.16, X~s = 3.38)
In addition, subjects believed the mother's motivation for
her behavior was her need to express her own feelings of
frustration and anger
,
depending upon the Film condition
(F=34.17, df=l, p <.001). Those respondents viewing the
Severe film segment were more likely to accept this as a rea-
son for the mother's actions (X
m=5.53, X s =6.43).
It is of considerable interest to the experimenter to
determine which of a range of attributed motives for the
mother's behavior this sample population was inclined to
endorse. Figure 16 presents the mean ratings of the given
motives, intentions, and/or reasons for the mother's actions.
They are displayed from highest mean value to lowest. The
reader should note that mean ratings changed slightly
depending on item pairs, due to the loss of subjects in each
65
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1-to express her own feelings
of frustration and anger
2 - to display her own authority
3-to make sure the child learns
what needs to be learned
4 - to do her job as a par en
t
5- to motivate the child
6- to justly punish the child
3.1 C
3.0 0
Motives, Intentions and/or Reasons Attributed
Figure 16. Mean ratings by subjects of attributed motives,
intentions and/or reasons for the mother 1 s
behavior
.
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comparison. Means, when rounded to hundredths, were equal
in value.
Upon inspection of Figure 16, it is surprising to note
that the reason subjects judged to be most adequate was that
of the mother's need to express her own feelings of frustra-
tion and anger (X=6.00); the next acceptable reason was the
mother's need to display her own authority (X=5.55). Both
of these attributed motives can be viewed as egocentric, that
is, the mother was not perceived as being concerned about
the chi Id ' s needs .
In testing for significant differences between these
mean ratings, a series of pairwise t comparisons for two-
tailed probabilities were performed. Table 11 presents the
results of these t^-tests. Clearly, the two most benevolent
and prosocial intentions, to motivate the child (X=3.04),
and to justly punish the child (X~=3.04), were not regarded
as appropriate attributions to the mother for her behaviors.
T values indicate that the motives of expressing frustration
and displaying authority were the most acceptable.
In order to examine the effect of personality on subjects'
mean ratings, a series of t^-tests were performed on the
attributed motives to the mother by subjects in the High and
Low Prosocial groups. Both Prosocial Levels were in agree-
ment: the three highest rated motives in general were the
same for both High and Low Prosocial groups, i.e., expression
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of frustration, display of authority, and making sure the
child learns what needs to be learned.
Subjects' perc eptions of the child's contribution to
the abusive interaction. It is of considerable interest to
the experimenter to determine whether the child was perceived
by this sample population as a contributor to the mother's
actions. Figure 17 presents the mean ratings given by
subjects to three possible responses. They are displayed
from the highest mean value to the lowest. The reader
should note that mean ratings changed depending on item
pairs due to the loss of subjects in each comparison.
Mean responses indicate that in general , sub j ects
judged the child to be a con tributor to the abusive inter-
action although not an active one. The child's role was
merely one of representing the mother's perceived inade-
quacies .
In testing for significant differences between these
mean ratings, a series of pairwise comparisons for two-
tailed probabilities were performed. Table 12 presents the
results of these t> tests . The mother ' s perceived inadequa-
cies were apparen tly more salient for the respondents. T
values indicate that these inadequacies were represented by
the child, a passive contributor.
In order to determine whether subjects in the imagine
par en
t
perceptual set agreed with the rest of the sample
69
4.90
4.80
4.70
4.60
4.50
440
4.30
Mean Rat in gs : 42 0
Child's
contribution
4.1 0
4.00
3.90
3.80
3.70
3.60
3.50
3 40
m
1- By representing
failure to the
mother
2- By representing
responsibility to
the mother
3- Mother acted
independent of
child's actions
Child's Contribution
Figure 17. Mean ratings
con tribut ion
by
to
subjects of the child's
the mother 1 s behavior.
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population in their mean ratings, a series of t-tests were
performed. T values indicated that the child contributed to
the mother's actions only through representation, that is,
of failure and of responsibility to the mother. The imagine
P arent perceptual set apparently had no major impact on
subjects 1 perceptions of the child's contribution.
Subjects' perceptions of the mother's feelings after
the abusive interaction
. Analysis of variance indicated
significant main effects of Film (F=67.92, df=l, p< .001),
of Sex (F=37.41, df=l, p< .001), and of Perceptual Set
(£=2.82, df=3, p< .039) on rating the mother's con fus ion .
Subjects in the Severe film condition were more apt to des-
cribe the mother as feeling con fused after her actions
(X
s
=5.45, X
m
=3.80). Females attributed confusion to the
mother more often than males (X~£=4.79, X*
m
= 4.27). Figure 18
suggests that those subjects in the imagine parent percep-
tual set rated the mother as more confused than subjects in
the imagine witness set. However, neither the Tukey nor the
Scheffe Multiple Range Tests indicated a significant differ-
ence between these Perceptual Sets. But the Least Signifi-
cant Difference procedure located some differences between
the imagine parent and the imagine witness perceptual sets
with regard to subjects attribution of confus ion to the
mother after her actions (p<.05). Table 13 presents these
results
.
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:
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4.8 0
4.70
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44 0
4.3 0
4.2 0
4.1 0
child par en t witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 18. Main effect of Perceptual Set on
mother's experience of confusion
actions .
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Table 13
ANOVA and Post-hoc Analysis
on Main Effect of Perceptual Set:
Rating the Mother's Confusion After Her Actions
Summary of ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source df SS MS
Between groups
Within groups
"Total"
3 33.04
306 1318.77
309 1351.81
11.01
4 .31
2 .56
Prob.
.05
Summary of the LSD MULTIPLE RANGE TEST
Groups *
3 4 12
Means 4.24 4.40 4.84 5.05
Note
.
The line joins those means which are not significantly
different from each other at the .05 level.
*1 - imagine child
2 - imagine parent
3 - imagine witness
4 - objective observer
7 4
A main effect of Perceptual Set on the descriptions of
the mother as feeling content after her actions was indicated
by analysis of variance (F=2.87, d f=3, p< .037). However,
neither the Tukey nor the Scheffe Multiple Range Tests
indicated a significant difference between these Perceptual
Sets. But the Least Significant Difference procedure located
differences between the objective observer perceptual set and
the other three (p< .05). Subjects with objective observer
instructions perceived the mother as feeling more content
after the abusive interaction than any other experimental
group. Table 14 presents these results.
Subjects differed significantly in the attribution of
desperate feelings to the mother, depending upon the experi-
mental Film condition (F=12.27, df=l, p< .001), and on the
Sex of the respondent (£=10.19, df=l, p< .002). Females
tended to perceive the parent as more desperate (X^=4.84)
than their male counterparts (X"
m
=3.51). The mother in the
Severely abusive interaction was rated as experiencing more
desperation (X
g
=4.98) than the mother in the Moderate condi-
tion (X=4.29) after her actions.
Some participants judged the mother to feel wi thdrawn
after the parent-child interaction. Analysis of variance
indicated a significant difference between Film conditions
(F=13.62, df=l, p< .001), and between levels of Prosocial
Orientation (F=5.20, df=l, p <.024) in female subjects 1
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Table 14
ANOVA and Post-hoc Analysis
on Main Effect of Perceptual Set:
Rating the Mother 1 s Con ten tedn ess After Her Actions
Summary of ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source df SS MS F Prob.
Between groups 3 15. 34 5 . 15 2.51 .058
Within groups 309 629.55 2
. 04
"Total" 312 644. 89
Summary of the LSD MULTIPLE RANGES TEST
Groups *
Mean s
2 13 4
1.74 1.75 1.75 2.26
Not
e
.
The line joins those means which are not significantly
different from each other at the .05 level.
*1 - imagine child
2 - imagine parent
3 - imagine witness
4 - objective observer
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ratings of the mother's withdrawal after her actions. Mean
response for each film condition suggests that participants
viewing the Moderate film segment (X
m =4.64, X s =5.48) were
less apt to attribute withdrawn feelings to the mother after
her actions. Those participants who were included in the
Low Prosocial group attributed greater feelings of withdrawal
to the mother (X
L
=5.15) than did the High Prosocial group
(X
H
=4.97)
.
Subjects' perceptions of the child's emotions after the
abusive interaction
. Results of analysis of variance indi-
cated a significant difference in subjects' perceptions of
the child's fear after the abusive interaction depending upon
Film condition CF=19.67, df«l, p< .001), and upon the Sex
of the respondent (F=4.00, df=l, p< .046). Subjects in the
Severe film condition were more-likely to describe the child
as feeling frightened after the interaction than those
viewing the Moderately abusive parent-child interaction
(X
s
=6.37, X
m
=5.81). Females were more likely than males to
describe the child as frightened (X
f=6.15, Ym =5.96).
An interaction of the Film condition and Sex was also
indicated by analysis of variance (F_=5.76, df=l, p< .017),
concerning subjects' perceptions of the child's fear. Males
in the Moderate condition were least likely to perceive the
child as feeling afraid after the abusive interaction.
Figure 19 demonstrates this effect.
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2] "ales
M females
6.30
6.20
6.10
6.00
5.90
Mean Response
:
Child felt 5.30
afraid
5.70
5.60
5.50
5.40
5.30
5.20
moderate severe
Film Condition
Figure 19. Film by Sex interaction on subjects' perceptions
of the child's fear after the abusive
interaction
.
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In addition, analysis of variance conducted exclusively
on females' responses indicated that subjects' attribution
of fear onto the child depended upon their Prosocial Level
group (F=4.21, df=l, p <.042). High prosocially oriented
women tended to ascribe more fear to the child after the
abusive interaction (XH =6.21) than did their Low Prosocial
counterparts (X
L
=6.00).
Regarding subjects' perceptions of the child feeling
un loved
,
an interaction of Film condition and Prosocial Level
was indicated by analysis of variance performed exclusively
on female responses (F=5.46, df=l, p< .021). Low Prosocial
women in the Severe film condition were least likely to
perceive the child as feeling unloved after the abusive
interaction. Figure 20 presents these results.
An analysis of variance conducted exclusively on
responses from the Severe film condition indicated a signifi-
cant difference in perceptions of the child as feeling unloved
depending upon the subjects' Prosocial Level (F=4.91, df=l,
p< .028). Low Prosocial respondents were less likely to
judge the child as feeling unloved after the abusive parent-
child interaction (Y
L=6.00, XH =6.21).
A main effect of Perceptual Set on subjects' attributing
feelings of anger to the child was indicated by analysis of
variance (F=4.57, df=3, p< .004). Post-hoc analysis located
the source of these differences between Perceptual Set groups.
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Figure 20. Film by Pro social Lev el
respondents 1 rating the
the abusive interaction
interaction on fern ale
child's feelings after
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Both the Tukey and the Scheffe Multiple Range Tests indicated
a significant difference in subjects' attribution of anger
to the child after the abusive interaction between those sub-
jects in the imagine child perceptual set and the imagine
witness condition (p < .05). Table 15 presents these results.
Subjects tended to describe the child as feeling
confused after the abusive interaction depedning upon the
Film condition (F=15.53, df=l, p< .001), and on the Sex of
the respondent (F=10.34, df=l, p< .001). Females described
the child as feeling more confused than did males (X f=6.14,
X
m
=5.55). Those participants who viewed the Severe film
segment were more apt to ascribe confusion to the child
after the interaction (X =6.09, X =5.59).
s m
Reasons for abusive parent-child interactions as
perceived by respondents
. Analysis of variance indicated that
subjects in the Severe film condition were more likely to
judge poverty as a reason for abusive parent-child interactions
(F=63.34, df=l, p< .001; X =4.12, X =2.62), although mean
^ m
ratings suggest that poverty was not considered to be a major
factor in such situations.
A Perceptual Set and Sex interaction was indicated by
analysis of variance regarding lower class values as a major
determinant for abusive parent-child interactions (F_=5 . 32
,
df=3, p < .001) . Figure 21 suggests that males in the imagine
parent perceptual condition were least likely to view lower-
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Table 15
ANOVA and Post-hoc Analysis
on Main Effect of Perceptual Set:
Attribution of Anger to the Child After the Interaction
Summary of ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source df SS MS
Between groups 3 34 . 17 11 . 39
* 1 \J U •
4.67 .003
Within groups 312 761
.
68 2 . 44
"Total" 315 795 . 85
Summary of the TUKEY MULTIPLE RANGE TEST
Groups *
3 2 4 1
Means 4 .58 5 . 05 5.10 5 .51
Summary of the SCHEFFE MULTIPLE RANGE TEST
Groups *
3 2 4 1
Means 4.58 5.05 5.10 5.51
No te . The line joins those means which are not significantly
different from each other at the .05 level.
*1 - imagine child
2 - imagine parent
3 - imagine witness
4 - objective observer
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Mean
response :
Due to
lower-class
va 1 ues
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Fi gur e 2 1
.
Perceptual Set by Sex interaction on rating
lower-class values as a major determinant for
abusive parent-child interactions.
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class values as an adequate reason for abusive parental
behaviors. Percales in the p^jecj^ob^ve^ condition and
mal6S in the im *gine child condition were most likely to
accept lower-class values as a reason for child abuse.
Analysis of variance indicated a significant difference
between Film conditions in considering frustration with on...
life situation as an appropriate reason for child abuse
(F-31.97, df=l, p<.00l). Subjects viewing the Severely
abusive interaction were more willing to rate this as an
appropriate reason (X=6.70) than subjects in the Moderate
condition (X=6 .08)
.
It is of considerable interest to the investigator to
determine which of a range of cognitive rationalizations the
general population gives for child abusive behaviors.
Figure 22 presents the mean ratings given by subjects for
several possible justifications. They are displayed from
the highest mean value to the lowest. The reader should note
that mean ratings changed slightly depending upon item pairs
due to the loss of subjects in each comparison. Means, when
rounded to hundredths, were equal in value.
Subjects reported that frustration with one's life situ -
ation was the major cause of abusive parental behaviors.
Cultural differences and lower-class values were not regarded
as significant determinants. The next highly rated attributed
cause was one of disappointment in children. This finding is
84
Mean
ratings :
Possible
reason s
for abuse
6.4 0
6.2 0
6.0 0
5.8 0
5.6 0
5 4 C
5.2 0
500
480
4.6 0
4.40
4.2 0
4.0 0
3.8 0
3.6 0
3.4 0
3 2 0
ao o
280
2.6 0
2.4 0
Frustration wi th one
1 i f e s i tuat ion
Disappointment in
children
Parental boredom
Poverty
Encouragement for
discipline by social
norms
6- Cultural differences
7- Lower class values
2-
3-
4-
5-
2 3 4 5 6
Possible Reasons
Figure 22. Mean ratings given by subjects to possible
reasons for abusive parent-child interactions.
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an important one and will be thoroughly discussed in the
following chapter.
In testing for significant differences between mean
ratings, a series of pairwise t comparisons for two-tailed
probabilities were performed. Table 16 presents the results
of these t-tests. Social problems such as poverty were not
highly ragarded as causes. These attributed causes will be
more fully addressed in the Discussion.
Issues surrounding intervention
. Analysis of variance
on responses exclusively from the Severe film condition
indicated that subjects differed significantly in rating cir-
cumstances that would encourage them to intervene if they
were to witness an abusive interaction between a parent and
a child. A Sex and Prosocial Level interaction was indicated
on responses regarding intervention when others are inter -
ven in g (F=4.39, df=l, p< .037). Low Prosocial women were
less encouraged to intervene if other people were involved.
High Prosocial women reported that others intervening would
lead them to involve themselves. Figure 23 presents this
interaction effect.
Analysis of variance indicated a significant main effect
of Sex upon responses regarding active intervention, that is,
physically protecting the child ( F = 7 . 9 4
,
df=l, p< .005).
Females were less inclined than males to consider this
strategy for intervention (X f=4.48, Xm=4.28), although
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ma 1 es
femal es
430
4.20
Mean response
:
Intervention if
other people are
also intervening
High Low
Prosocial Level
Figure 23 Prosocial Level by Sex interaction on subjects 1
reported intervention if other people are also
involved
.
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neither sex considered this a viable alternative.
Analysis of variance performed exclusively on responses
from the Severe film condition also indicated a main effect
of Sex (F=4.95, df=l, p< .028). Females were more willing
than males, within this condition, to consider physical
protection as an intervention method (X «3.13, X f»2.82).
Analysis of variance on female responses indicated that Low
Prosocial women were less committed to physically protecting
the child as compared with High Prosocial females (F-3.82,
df=l, p< .05; X H =2.68, X L =2.95).
Further analys i s on data from the Severe condition
indicated a main effect of Prosocial Level (£=11.30, df=l,
p< .001) when subjects considered minding their own business
instead of intervening in an abusive parent-child interaction
Surprisingly, High Prosocial participants tended to agree
with the idea of minding one's own business more than their
Low Prosocial counterparts (X
H
=2
. 81
,
x"
L
=3
. 02) . This result
is statistically significant although the semantic difference
between a 2 and a 3 rating was slight.
In general, analysis of variance on female responses
indicated that Low Prosocial women would be more inclined to
mind their own business if they were to witness an abusive
parent-child interaction than their High Pro social counter-
parts (F = 8.04, df=l, p <.005 ; x"H = 5.44, XL«5.01).
In addition, those viewing the Moderate film segment
89
were more likely to consider minding their own business than
those in the Severe condition, as evidenced by their mean
responses (X
m=4.82, Xs -5.52).
Analysis of variance on responses from the Severe film
condition indicated an interaction of Perceptual Set and Sex
(F=3.56, df=3, p< .016) regarding the choice of minding one's
own business rather than actively intervening. Males in the
imagine child perceptual condition were more apt to agree
with this idea. Females in the same perceptual condition
were least likely to agree (X
m =4.88, X f=5.28). Figure 24
presents these results.
Analysis of variance indicated that subjects regarded
comforting the child as an appropriate method of intervention
depending on the Film condition (F=10.44, df=l, p< .001) and
on the Sex of the respondent (F=9.98, df=l, p< .002).
Subjects in the Severe condition were more likely to judge
this method as appropriate than their Moderate counterparts
(X
s
=1.96, X m =2.37). Females, more than males, considered
comforting the child as a method for intervention ()Tf=2.05,
X =2 .42) .
m
Subjects gave certain explanations for their ratings of
appropriate intervention methods. Analysis of variance
conducted on responses from the Severe condition indicated a
main effect of Prosocial Level on subjects' decision to
avoid getting involved (F=14.29, df=l, p< .001). Low Pro-
90
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Figure 24. Perceptual Set by Sex interaction on considering
minding one's own business rather than inter-
vening in an abusive parent-child interaction.
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socially oriented respondents were less likely to use this
reason as a justification for non-intervention (X
H
=5.58,
X
L
= 5 . 03) .
An interaction of Perceptual Set and Sex within the
Severe condition on rating avoidance of involvement was
indicated by analysis of variance (F=2.78, df=3, p <.043).
Males in the imagine child perceptual set were more likely
to agree with avoiding involvement. Yet males in the
imagine parent set were least likely to agree. Figure 25
demonstrates the effect of this interaction.
Analysis of variance indicated a significant difference
between Films regarding subjects' consideration of not
interfering with others' business (F=14.12, df=l, p <.001).
Subjects in the Moderate condition tended to consider this
an appropriate reason for not intervening (3^ = 5.46, Xm=4.81).
Within the Severe condition, analysis of variance indicated
a difference of response concerning this variable as a
function of Prosocial Level (F_=9.28, df=l, p <.003). High
Prosocial subjects did not view the situation as one where
they should not interfere (X =5.36, X =4.93).
H L
Analysis of variance performed exclusively on female
responses indicated a Perceptual Set and Prosocial Level
interaction on respondents' belief that one should not inter-
fere in others' business. Low Prosocial women in the imagine
parent perceptual set were undecided as to whether they would
92
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Mean
Response :
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Figure 25. Perceptual Set by Sex interaction on respondents 1
rating personal avoidance of involvement in
such matters
.
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intervene in others' affairs, even an abusive par en t
- ch i 1
d
interaction. High Prosocial women, in the same perceptual
condition, were most confidant that this belief would not
affect their decision to intervene. Figure 26 more clearly
illustrates these results.
Analysis of variance indicated that participants in the
different experimental groups would react differently if
they were to witness an abusive parent-child interaction.
There was a main effect of Sex (F=16.22, df=l, p < .001) and
a main effect of Film (F=14.02, df=l, p<.001). Male
participants were less likely than females to react to such
a situation based on their concern for the child (7 =2.07,
m
Xf* 1. 62) . Those subjects viewing the Severely abusive inter-
action were more likely to respond to the situation out of
concern for the child (Xm=1.94, X s =1.56).
Further analysis indicated a significant difference
between responses from males and females when considering a
n on - in terven in g reaction. Males disagreed that their
reaction would be based on their desire to avoid personal
harm ( F = 8 . 0 3 , df=l, p<. 005; X
m
=5.55, X f=4.90).
A Film and Sex interaction on feeling socially responsi -
ble while observing an abusive parent-child interaction was
indicated by analysis of variance (£=4.92, df=l, p < .027)
.
Males in the Severe film condition were more likely to report
that their reaction would be due to a perceived social
94
child parent witness observer
Perceptual Set
Figure 26 Prosocial Level by Perceptual Set interaction on
subjects' decision not to intervene due to con-
cern of interfering in others 1 business.
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responsibility. Males in the Moderate condition were least
likely to react based on this perceived responsibility.
Figure 27 demonstrates this effect.
Analysis of variance indicated that subjects differ-
entially admitted to feeling a personal responsibility to
intervene depending upon the Film condition (F=48.73, df=l,
p <.001). Subjects in the Severe condition were more likely
to report feeling such a responsibility (X =5.60, X =4.30").
High Prosocial subjects within the Severe condition were the
most likely to perceive a personal responsibility to inter-
vene as indicated by analysis of variance (F=5.49, df=l,
p < . 021 ; X H = 5 .17, X L = 4 . 77) .
Subjects based these feelings of responsibility on a
variety of reasons. Analysis of variance indicated that such
feelings were due to havinp concern for the child's welfare
depending upon the Film condition (F=12.67, df=l, p<.001).
Participants viewing the Severe film segment were more likely
to report such concern than those viewing the Moderate
segment (X
s
= 6.14, X~
m
=5.59). Further analysis indicated that
females in the Severe condition were more likely than males,
in the same film condition, to report concern for the child
as a basis for personal responsibility (F_=7.06, df=l, p < .009)
Prosocial Level effected the rating of such concern for
subjects in the Severe film condition. Analysis of variance
indicated that Low Prosocial participants were less likely to
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Figure 27. Film by Sex interaction on subjects' feeling
socially responsible when witnessing an
abusive parent-child interaction.
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feel a personal responsibility to intervene based on concern
for the child (F=17.62, df=l, p <.001; XH=6.11, X L =5.64).
An interaction of Prosocial Level and Sex on feeling concern
for the child was indicated by analysis of variance on
responses from those viewing the Severe film segment (F-5.42,
df=l, p <.021). High Prosocially oriented males were most
likely to report such concerns (X=6.13). Low Prosocial males
were least likely to report such concerns (X=S.34). Figure 28
presents this effect.
In addition, analysis of variance indicated that Per-
ceptual Set and Sex affected subjects' feelings of concern
for the child (£=3.84, df=3, p <.011). Within the Severe
condition, males in the imagine child perceptual set were
least likely to intervene based on concern for the child.
Females in the same perceptual condition were most likely to
be concerned for the child. Figure 29 displays a graphic
representation of this effect.
Summary of Results
Main effects of film . Although the investigator antici-
pated a significant main effect of Film condition on the
degree of empathy aroused, no direction was predicted. The
following section summarizes the main effects of Film.
Subjects who were exposed to the re-enactment of a
severely abusive interaction did indeed perceive it as more
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Figure 28. Prosocial Level by Sex interaction on subjects'
reportedly feeling a responsibility to intervene
based upon their concern for the child.
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Figure 29. Perceptual Set by Sex interaction on subjects'
reported feelings of intervening based upon
their concern for the child's welfare.
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atypical of parent-child relations. The mother was charac-
terized as feeling angry, disappointed, and resentful toward
her child. Subjects felt that the motivators for the
mother's behavior included her own need to express her
feelings of frustration and anger. The idea that the mother
was behaving in a manner reflective of her parental duties,
or of her desire to "make sure the child learns what needs
to be learned," was not perceived as a likely motivator for
her actions
.
Subjects viewing the severe film segment perceived the
mother as feeling more confused, desperate, and withdrawn
as a consequence of her behavior. The child was viewed as
experiencing high levels of fear and confusion after the
abusive interaction. Poverty and frustration with one's
own life situation were perceived as reasons for such abusive
family relations.
These subjects more often regarded comforting the child
after the abusive incident as an appropriate method of inter-
vention. As a matter of fact, these participants were more
likely to feel a personal responsibility to intervene in some
manner based on their concern for the child's welfare. They
were less likely to consider minding their own business out
of concern for interfering in the affairs of others.
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Main effects of Sex. Females within the Severe film
condition were hypothesized to be more empathic than males
in their responses to the abusive parent-child interaction.
The following section summarizes the main effects of Sex.
In general, females were more likely to experience
angry feelings during film viewing regardless of the severity
of the observed abusive interaction. Yet they were less
likely to judge the reactions of the mothers (to their
daughters) as abnormal. Females described the mothers in
both films as feeling more resentful towards their daughters
prior to the abusive actions versus feeling very confused
and in despair after the interaction. The child, in both
films, was perceived as feeling frightened and confused after
the abusive experience. In general, female respondents were
less inclined (than males) to view physically protecting the
child as a viable intervention strategy. It is important to
note that this result reversed itself in the Severe condition,
that is, females witnessing the severely abusive interaction
were more inclined to consider physically protecting the
child as a method of intervention. Females were more often
undecided about whether they should consider avoiding personal
harm rather than physically intervening. Part of this ambi-
valence can be understood when one considers that female
respondents were more likely to feel a personal responsibility
to intervene based on their concern for the welfare of the
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child. Females were more likely to consider the act of com-
forting the child as an appropriate method for intervention.
Main effects of perceptual set . Those subjects with
imagine child instructions were hypothesized to demonstrate
the greatest degree of empathic responsiveness (relative to
the other observational sets). Subjects with imagine witness
instructions were hypothesized to display more empathy in
their responses than those in the imagine parent perceptual
condition. Participants with objective observer instructions
were hypothesized to express the least amount of empathy in
their responses. The following section summarizes the main
effects of Perceptual Set.
Those participants who were encouraged to erapathi ze
with the child (through imagine chi Id perceptual instructions)
were least likely to report feelings of boredom during film
viewing. These subjects did not perceive the interaction
between the parent end child in either film as normal, and
tended to attribute greater feel in gs of anger to the child
after the abusive incident than subjects in other perceptual
con dit ions
.
Participants in this investigation who were encouraged
to empathize with the parent (through imagine parent percep-
tual instructions) were most likely to report the experience
of boredom during film viewing. In addition, these same
subjects were more likely to regard the parent -chi Id
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interactions as typical (normal) yet perceived the mother in
both films as extremely confused after her actions.
Those participants who were encouraged to express their
own emotional responses to the abusive parent-child inter-
actions (through imagine witness perceptual instructions)
were least likely to attribute feelings of confusion to the
mother in either film, after her actions, and did not per-
ceive the child as feeling particularly angry after the
abusive incident.
Those participants whose task was to "carefully observe"
the behaviors of the mother (through objective observer
perceptual instructions) were most likely to attribute
feelings of contentment to the mother, in both films, after
her abusive actions.
Main effects of prosocial level . Subjects who were
included in the High Prosocial Level group were hypothesized
to express a greater degree of empathy than those in the
Low Prosocial Level group. The following section summarizes
the main effects of Prosocial Level.
High prosocial individuals who viewed the severe film
segment judged the child as feeling unloved by the parent
after the abusive interaction. These subjects reported that
they would probably avoid getting involved by minding their
own business rather than intervening. Yet they regarded the
severely abusive interaction as one in which they should
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intervene. The high prosocial participants reported feeling
a personal responsibility to intervene based on their con-
cern for the child.
High prosocial women experienced greater feelings of
helplessness while viewing the abusive parent-child inter-
actions. They perceived the mother, regardless of film, as
feeling withdrawn after her actions, and the child, fearful.
These subjects were more likely to consider intervening by
physically protecting the child rather than minding their
own business
.
Interact ion of film and sex . Females participants view-
ing the severely abusive parent-child interaction were
hypothesized to demonstrate a greater degree of empathy than
other experimental groups. The following section summarizes
the effects of the interaction of Film condition and Sex.
Based on their concern for the child, female partici-
pants viewing the severe film segment reported feeling a
personal responsibility to intervene in such a situation, as
compared to the male respondents. This is particularly
interesting in light of the fact that these same women were
more likely than their male counterparts in this film condi-
tion to judge the punishment of the child by the mother as
as understandable one.
Male participants viewing the severely abusive parent-
child interaction perceived the child as feeling very fearful
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after the mother's actions. These men were also more likely
to feel a social responsibility to intervene in such a
situation as opposed to the personal responsibility felt by
the females in this film condition.
Female subjects who viewed the moderately abusive
parent-child interaction were least likely of all experi-
mental groups to judge the child's punishment as an under-
standable one.
Male participants in this film condition apparently
experienced feelings of amusement during the viewing of the
parent-child interaction. In addition they were the least
likely to attribute fear to the child after the mother's
actions, or feel a social responsibility to intervene in this
situation
.
Interaction of film condition and prosocial level .
Although an interaction of Film condition and Prosocial
Level was anticipated, it was limited to the Severe condition,
and no direction was predicted. As a matter of fact, the
moderate film segment was not expected to stimulate prosocial
behavior from either the High or Low Prosocial Level groups.
The following section summarizes the effects of the inter-
action of Film condition and Prosocial Level.
Those high prosocial individuals viewing the severely
abusive parent-child interaction were more likely than their
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low prosocial counterparts to report feeling a personal
responsibility to intervene. Two other interesting Film
and Prosocial Level interactions occurred within the female
proportion of this sample. Low prosocial women viewing the
moderately abusive parent-child interaction perceived the
child as feeling unloved after the mother's actions more
often than high prosocial women. Low prosocial women in
the severe film condition were least likely to attribute such
feelings to the child after the abusive interaction.
Interaction of film condition and perceptual set . Film
condition and perceptual set were hypo t he s ized to interact
,
particularly with respect to the severe film segment and the
imagine child and imagine paren
t
perceptual sets, although
no direction was predicted. The following section summarizes
the effects of the interaction of Film condition and Per-
cep tua 1 Set
.
Within the severe film condition, subjects who were
encouraged to empathize with the child ( imagine child ) were
not likely to report feeling bored during film viewing. In
addition, they attributed strong feelings of anger to the
mother prior to her actions. Those participants who were
urged to express their own emotional responses to the
severely abusive parent-child interaction ( imagine witness )
perceived the mother as feeling extremely angry prior to
her actions , and most unhappy a fterwards
.
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Within the moderate film condition, subjects with
imagine child perceptual instructions attributed less unhap-
piness to the mother after her actions than subjects viewing
the severe film segment, with the same observational instruc-
tions. Those subjects who were encouraged to empathize with
the mother ( imagine parent ! in the moderately abusive inter-
action reported feeling bored during film viewing more often
than imagine parent participants in the severe film condition.
Participants who were given imagine witness perceptual
instructions in the moderate film condition were least likely
to perceive the mother as feeling unhappy after her abusive
actions .
Finally, the objective observer participants in the
moderate film condition perceived the mother as feeling
un happier than subjects with the same observat ional instruc-
tions in the severe film condition.
Interaction of perceptual set and prosocial level .
Al though an interact ion of Perceptual Set and Prosocial
Level was hypothesized to occur, no specific predictions
were made. The following section summarizes the effects of
the interaction of Perceptual Set and Prosocial Level.
Hihg prosocial individuals who were encouraged to
empathize with the child ( imagine child ) reportedly felt the
most anger of the experimental groups during film viewing.
High pro social women who were given imagine parent
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perceptual instructions expressed confidence in their
intervention in an abusive parent-child interaction even
though they might be interfering in another's personal
affairs.
Low prosocial individuals who were encouraged to
empathize with the mother ( imagine parent ! were reportedly
the least angry during film viewing. As a consequence,
these subjects experienced less feelings of helplessness.
Females in this group were undecided as to whether they
would physically intervene in an abusive parent-child inter-
action of a moderate or severe nature.
Low prosocial women who were given imagine child obser-
vational instructions reportedly felt the most helpless
during film viewing.
Interaction of prosocial level and sex . No specific
hypotheses were stated with reference to the interaction of
Prosocial Level and Sex. The following section summarizes
the effects of this interaction.
High prosocial women reported that they would feel most
encouraged to intervene in an abusive parent-child interaction
if other people are already intervening. High prosocial
males were most likely to feel concern for the child, a basis
for their attempts to intervene.
Low prosocial women reported that they would be less
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inclined to intervene in such a situation if others were
intervening. Men who were included in the Low prosocial
group were least likely to report feeling concern about the
welfare of the child.
Interaction of perceptual set and sex . No specific
hypotheses were stated with regard to the interaction of
Perceptual Set and Sex. The following section summarizes
the effects of this interaction.
Within the severe film condition, females who were
encouraged to empathize with the child ( imagine child )
reported that they would most likely intervene in a similar
parent-child intercation based on their concern for the
child's welfare. In addition, they were least likely to
agree with the idea of minding one's own business rather
than intervening.
Males who were given imagine child perceptual instruc-
tions, in both films, were more likely than any other group
to accept "lower-class values" as a reason for abusive
parent-child interactions. Within the severe film condition
these same subjects were most likely to agree with avoiding
personal harm by minding their own business rather than
intervening. These participants, males in the severe film
condition with imagine child perceptual instructions, were
least likely to intervene based on concern for the child's
we 1 fare
.
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Male participants who were encouraged to empathize with
the mother (imagine parent! experienced feelings of amuse-
ment more often than other subjects. Yet these men agreed
to intervene in an abusive parent-child interaction, not
fearing personal harm.
Females subjects who were instructed to "carefully
observe" the behaviors of the mother ( objective observer ")
were also likely to consider "lower-class values" as a
reason for child-abusive incidents.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The basic purpose of this experimental investigation
was to examine variations in observer response to physically
abusive parent-child interactions. Both film segments used
in this study were judged by the experiemnter to demonstrate
levels of physical abusiveness rather than variations in
physical discipline. That is, any physical contact initiated
by a parent with a child, that is non -nur turan t and possibly
injurious is defined as abusi ve . . . and a violation of a child's
rights
.
Limitations of the Sample Population
Generalizing the results of this investigation to the
overall population might be misleading. But for these same
reasons, the limitations may be viewed as advantages. The
sample was drawn from undergraduate psychology classes in a
predominantly middle-class state university. Seventy-one
percent of the participants were female, and 93% were self
identified as white. This study therefore, is most repre-
sentative of the attitudes of young, white females between
the ages of 17 and 22 years.
Ill
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The advantage of this resulting population rests on
the premise that many chi 1 d- abus i ve incidents involve the
young, white, female parent (Justice $ Justice, 1976). It
is normally assumed that this overr epresen tat ion of women is
primarily due to the fact that mothers usually spend more
time with their children than fathers. Therefore there are
fewer hours of contact during which abusive incidents can
occur involving the male caretaker (Steele § Pollock, 1974;
Schmitt § Kempe, 1978). Results of a recent survey con-
ducted in 31 states by the American Humane Association (1978)
indicated that a large percentage of the alleged perpetrators
in validated reports of child abuse were females between the
ages of 20 and 24 years. Laver, Tenbroeck and Grossman (1974)
reported that the median age of the abusive mothers in their
study was 22.5 years.
Although only 2% of the entire sample in this investi-
gation had children of their own, the results can provide
information concerning subjects' perceptions of parenting
and their potential responses to its crises.
Perceptions of the Situation
It is interesting to note that although neither abusive
interaction was perceived as normal, the events of the
moderately abusive parent-child interaction were more
acceptable to the viewers. Hair-pulling and name-calling
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were apparently perceived as lesser violations of the child's
rights than a physical beating. This becomes less appalling
when one considers the violence that has historically
plagued our society in general. (See Steele, 1970 for a
complete review.)
The fact that subjects in this study who were encouraged
to empathize with the child found both interactions to be
more aberrant than individuals who were encouraged to empa-
thize with the mother, implies that at one level, the role
of caretaker allows one certain privileges of power within
that relationship. Gil (1971b, p. 389) reasons that the
phenomenon of child mistreatment is but one consequence of
the "inequality in physical strength and social status
between children and adults."
When one considers the extreme sex role socialization
to which we are each exposed, the range of possible conse-
quences are frightening. Males in our culture are encouraged
to be more physical when solving interpersonal conflicts
(Kagan, 1964; Bardwick § Douvan
,
1971). Therefore their
judgements of the severity of punishment are already biased.
Males viewing the moderately abusive interaction judged the
child's punishment by the mother as understandable. Apparent-
ly, hair-pulling is not categorized as an offensive form of
violence by males.
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Lerner and Simmons, in their 1966 all-female study,
determined that the clearest test of their main hypothesis,
that is, that rejection of a victim results from an "obser-
ver's attempt to maintain [hir] belief in a just world"
(p. 204), would consist of three factors: (1) the perceived
innocence of the victim; (2) the belief that the victim's
suffering will continue in some form; and (3) the powerless-
ness of the observer to help the victim. Female participants
viewing the severely abusive parent-child interaction rated
the punishment of the child as relatively understandable.
They were somehow able to rationalize the mother's behavior
by engaging in a rejection of the child-victim. Data from
the present investigation suggests that the child in the
severe condition (1) was not perceived as an antagonist (see
p. 68); (2) there was no indication in the film segment that
the physical punishment would end (i.e., the film fades
with the mother continuously striking the child); and (3) the
observers were literally powerless to intervene and/or help
the child. Such considerations suggest a possible explana-
tion for the women in the severe film condition who rated
the child's p-unishment as more understandable than other
female observers.
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Emotional Responses to the Perceived Situat ion
Sex role socialization encourages males, in our
society, to suppress any strong emotions they may experi-
ence. Anxiety especially should be controlled (Kagan, 1964)
and interpersonal distance maintained (Kaplan, 1976).
Females, on the other hand, are urged to be nurturant and
"emotionally open" (Kaplan, 1976, p. 4) and are therefore
permitted expression of a low tolerance for pain (Bardwick d,
Douvan, 1971).
Sex differences which occurred in this investigation
can be better understood when related to the above findings.
Male participants reported feeling slightly amused as they
viewed the moderately abusive parent-child interaction.
These reports of amusement can be more positively regarded
if viewed as a behavioral display of anxiety (Arnold, 1960)
rather than as enjoyment derived from observing an act of
child maltreatment.
Those men who were encouraged to empathize with the
mother (in both film conditions) were more amused than other
participants. This finding raises several questions. Since
males in our society experience violence more often than
females (Straus, 1971; Goldstein, 1975), does this imply
that adult males regard physical punishment by a female
parent as slightly amusine? Or is it more reasonable to
assume that men in the imagine parent perceptual condition
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were uncomfortable with their task (i.e., adoption of the
role of a child abuser) and the anxiety created by this
internal dissonance was reported as amusement? It has
already been stated that males are socialized to suppress
their emotions, particularly anxiety. It is the opinion of
the author that the male participants were attempting to
mask their discomfort by reporting feelings of amusement.
Their sex role identification left them few options. In
addition, Hekmat and his associates (1975) concluded that
empathy is negatively correlated with discomfort based on
the results of their study. As the men became more uncom-
fortable, the level of anxiety increased, and indications
of empathic responsiveness decreased.
In the more industrial societies, such as the United
States, it is not uncommon for a parent to physically
discipline, that is punish, hir child (Blumberg, 1965).
Historically, violence towards children has been rationalized
(and/or justified) by religious values (The Bible; Katz, 1971;
Lorence, 1974), by economic needs (Radbill, 1965), by educa-
tional and/or institutional beliefs (Scott, 1938; Falk, 1941;
Kramer, 1956; Williams, 1975), and by various child-rearing
experts (DeMause, 1974)
.
The difference between physical discipline and child
abuse then becomes blurred since the qualitative distinction
between these aggressive behaviors is left up to the indivi-
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dual caretaker. This might explain why observers of the
moderately abusive parent-child interaction experienced a
greater degree of boredom during film viewing than other
participants. The abusive events that occurred were per-
ceived as less threatening to the child's well-being, or
more common in terms of child disciplinary measures, to the
extent that observers' empathy was less aroused. Subjects
in the moderate film condition who were encouraged to
empathize with the parent reported the experience of boredom
more often. In contrast, subjects who were encouraged to
empathize with the child, the victim, were least likely to
claim feelings of boredom in either film condition. The
victim is harmed whether the aggression is active or passive
It is interesting to note that women participants
experienced angrier responses than men while witnessing the
abusive parent-child interactions. It is possible that the
observed mother-daughter dyad permitted the women observers
to strongly identify with both females in the films. Role
identification may have influenced subjects' defensive needs
to rationalize the behaviors displayed by the mother and the
daughter. The reported anger, then, can be viewed as an
appropriate response to these feelings of defens iveness
,
which is positively correlated with empathic responsiveness
(Hekmat, Khajavi § Mehryar, 1975). Although these investi-
gators (Hekmat, et al., 1975) found that high prosocial
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individuals would feel less defensive than low prosocially
oriented individuals, and therefore less angry, the findings
in the present study do not support this notion. High
prosocial individuals were much angrier during film viewing
than their low prosocial counterparts, particularly those
encouraged to empathize with the child in the severely
abusive situation.
Low prosocial participants who were encouraged to
empathize with the parent in the severe film condition ex-
pressed the least anger. Hekmat, et al. (1975) also found
that low prosocial subjects were higher on discomfort than
high prosocial individuals. As empathy is negatively
correlated with discomfort, and the discomfort experience
is related to their role-taking capacities, low prosocial
subjects' relative lack of empathic responsiveness is better
understood. The experiemntal group which reported feeling
the angriest during film viewing were those subjects in the
severe condition who attempted to empathize with the child.
It must be recognized that many people feel helpless
in terms of intervening in, or preventing, child maltreatment
High prosocial women were especially aware of feelings of
helplessness during film viewing. In part, these inhibitory
emotions are a result of the sex role socialization we
experience (Kagan, 1964). The fact that the subjects were
helpless, in terms of intervention, during the experimental
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situation, must also be recognized.
An interesting difference occurred between prosocial
levels and those women encouraged to empathize with the
parent. High prosocial women reported feeling fairly helpless
while low prosocial women were least likely to experience
helplessness. This result can be understood in different
ways. The high prosocial women, who experienced the most
anger, were cognitively confronted by a realistic obstacle
to their intervention: the observed situation was on a
television monitor. The degree of helplessness experienced
relates to the frustration they were feeling.
The low prosocial subjects are self
-reportedly less
empathic. The experience of anger was less, and feelings of
helplessness were not significant. There seems to have been
less of a motivation to intervene and therefore less experi-
enced frustration. Staub (1978) proffers that low pro-
social individuals are, by definition, less concerned with
the welfare of other people.
Perceived Emotions of the Mother
Participants attributed the experience of various
emotions to the mother, perhaps to better understand her
behaviors. In the severely abusive interaction the mother
was perceived as feeling quite angry prior to her actions.
Those subjects in the severe condition who were encouraged
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to empathize with the child described the mother as signi-
ficantly more angry than subjects with the same perceptual
instructions viewing the moderately abusive parent-child
interaction. Does this imply that abusive behavior resulting
from a high degree of anger is more justifiable to the
observer? Justice and Justice (1976) have offered the notion
that abusive parents behave violently when they are express-
ing some form of agitation such as anger.
Feelings of disappointment and unhappiness were attri-
buted to the mother in the severe film. In addition she
was perceived as feeling resentful toward her child.
Females, in particular, perceived resentful feelings in the
mother. This implies that the general public (at least the
female portion) has characterized the abusive parent as
angry, disappointed and unhappy, resentful of hir offspring.
This idea helps to maintain a separateness between "them"
and "us", when indeed we are all born with the capacity and
potential to learn violent behavior (Goldstein, 1975).
There were some interesting results in terms of per-
ceptual instructions. Those subjects viewing the severely
abusive interaction who were encouraged to empathize with
the child described the mother as very unhappy. In order
for a parent to express such violence towards hir own child,
s/he must be extremely unhappy. Those subjects who were
urged to express their own emotional responses to the
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interaction (imagine witness) in the severe film condition
also perceived the mother as unhappy. This perceived
absence of happiness in the mother's life seems to have
significantly affected the degree of empathy expressed by
subjects in all experimental conditions.
Subjects who were given objective observer instructions
in the moderate film condition attributed more unhappiness
to the mother than subjects in the same perceptual condition
viewing the severely abusive parent-child interaction.
Since the function of these perceptual instructions was to
inhibit empathic responsiveness, one explanation could
refer to the subjects' successful role assumption within
the objective observer condition. An alternate perspective
would be to examine the level of emotional conflict the
individual experienced as s/he tried to maintain emotional
distance from the events occurring within the severely
abusive parent-child interaction. This conflictual masking
of response might account for subjects' reported perception
of the mother in the severely abusive situation as happier
than the mother in the moderate condition.
Perceptions of the Mother's Motives and the Child's Contri -
bution to the Abusive Interaction
Battering parents share an inability to effectively
cope with stress. Little provocation is required for them
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to lose control and give vent to their hostile feelings
(Fontana, 1973). In addition these parents have rather
high, premature expectations of their children (Steele §
Pollock, 1974; Justice § Justice, 1976) and seek the satis-
faction of many of their own unmet needs. Steele (1970,
p. 44) refers to three main themes which appear in accounts
garnered from abusing parents:
"First, they expect an unusually high level
of performance from their children based
upon their conviction that certain things
are right, necessary, and must be carried
out. Second, the parents firmly believe
physical punishment to be a necessary and
correct form of discipline to be used to
implement their high standards. Third, they
inevitably totally disregard their infant's
own helpless state and inabilities as well
as [hir] desires and needs."
Respondents in this investigation rank-ordered (by way
of mean ratings) several reasons they regarded as motivating
the mother's aggressive behavior. Subjects strongly sup-
ported the notion that the mother entered the abusive inter-
action with a personal need to express feelings of frustra-
tion and anger. Indeed the abusive parent is expressing hir
anger, but it is more appropriately viewed as a component,
rather than a motivator of child mistreatment. The parent
makes excessive emotional demands upon the child, expecting
the child to respond; but the child is developmental ly unable
to meet these demands. The caretaker interprets the child's
failure to perform as a reflection of hir own inadequate
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parenting skills, and a personal rejection by hir child.
The frustration and anger compound each other, becoming more
of an emotional reaction to the situation in which the
parent perceives hirself as both mistreated and rejected
(Holmes, Barnhart, Cantoni § Reymer, 1977). This dynamic,
often referred to as role reversal (Morris § Gould, 1963)
is primarily the result of the confusion of traditional role
behaviors between children and caretakers (Flanzraich 5
Dunsavage, 1977). The perceived rejection by the child
arouses negative feelings within the parent which emphasizes
hir low self-esteem (Melnick § Hurley, 1969) and causes hir
to strike out.
The participants in this study also expressed the
belief that the parent was motivated to behave in an abusive
manner due to her desire to display her authority. Blumberg
(1965) notes the abusive mother as an authoritarian engaged
in a power struggle with hir child. Johnson and Morse (1968)
have described the abusive parent as rigid and domineering.
A third intention which subjects regarded as having
somewhat of an effect on the mother's behavior was "to make
sure the child learns what needs to be learned." This
choice serves as a perfect example of the tendency of our
societal members to use force to implement a worthy ideal
(Steele, 1970). This general inclination toward physical
coercion, for the sake of principle, is an important component
of the motivating influences for child abusive behaviors.
Often the child is perceived as the innocent victim.
Little attention is paid to the contributions the child
might make to the abusive exchange. By merely engaging in
the interaction, the child influences the mother and her
behaviors just as the mother influences the child. Gald-
ston (1965) reports of abusive parents who could not tolerate
the mere presence of their offspring. Milowe and Lourie
(1964) suggests that children invite or provoke abusive
behavior in their parents. In a 1960 study conducted by
the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children, abused children were found to have seriously
impaired relationships with their caretakers and although
they demonstrated an overreaction to hostility, they were
more likely to be the victim rather than the provoker of
abuse (Merrill, 1962; Bryant, 1963). Subjects in this
experimental inquiry assigned order (through mean ratings)
to several ways in which they considered the child to have
contributed to the mother's behavior in either abusive
interaction. Most prominent were the participants' percep-
tions of the child as a representation of failure and
responsibility to the mother. Yet they also felt that the
mother had behaved somewhat independent of the child's
actions. This implies that observers could not completely
exonerate the child, in either film segment, from contri-
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buting to the abusive interaction. It is unclear whether
this perceived contribution was based on participants'
belief that the child did provoke the abuse, or if the idea
of an innccent victim was so counter to their "just world"
beliefs that they persuaded themselves that the child was
deserving of the punishment and therefore had contributed
to the interaction. Similar findings have appeared in
other studies (e.g. Lerner $ Simmons, 1966; Lerner, 1970;
Aderman, Brehm § Katz, 1974) supporting this notion of a
"just world."
Perceive d Emotions Following the Abusive Incident
Coupled with the unrealistical ly high demands the
abusive parent makes of hir child, there seems to be a
related lack of empathy, that is, an inability to be aware
of the needs of the child or to respond to them (Steele, In
press; Schmitt, 1978) functioning under an inordinate
amount of stress.
Subjects in this investigation perceived the mother in
the severely abusive interaction as experiencing a fair
amount of confusion after her actions. Female respondents
believed this to be true more than male participants. It
is unclear why subjects characterized the mother in such a
manner. One possible explanation might consist of evaluating
the individual subject's feelings of confusion resulting
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from the conflict and ambiguity stimulated by the observed
interaction. Perceptual instructions affected subjects-
ratings of confusion and those encouraged to empathize with
the mother perceived her as most confused. This finding
supports the notion that subjects themselves were experi-
encing a high degree of confusion as a result of observing
the abusive parent-child interactions.
Those who were encouraged to carefully observe the
mother's behavior described her as feeling content after the
abusive interaction. Results of Stotland's study (1969)
indicate that this perceptual set (watch him/ objective
observer) discourages any tendency the subject might have
to symbolically assume the parent's position. Therefore
empathic responsiveness is minimized. The objective obser -
ver participants apparently were able to inhibit their
empathy with regard to the mother in both abusive parent-
child interactions.
Abusive parents have been viewed as individuals who are
unable to cope effectively with crises. This occurs most
often when they perceive themselves as inadequate in some
way, or as rejected (Kempe § Kempe, 1976). In addition,
there is a pervading sense of hopelessness about them (Steele,
In press). Subjects, particularly the women, viewing the
severely abusive parent-child interaction perceived the
mother as experiencing a fair amount of desperation after
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her actions
.
Terr (1970), in her study of ten abusing families,
referred to symptoms of indifference and withdrawal exhi-
bited by the abusive mother. Subjects viewing the severe
film segment, and those included in the Low prosocial group,
perceived the mother as feeling withdrawn after her aggres-
sive actions. It should be noted, however, that subjects
might have related feelings of withdrawal to feelings of
guilt
.
In a 1964 hospital study, Morris and her associates
observed that upon admission abused children were less likely
to demonstrate fear than other children. Gray and Kempe
(1976) observed that physically abused children are generally
very frightened when they are first seen (e.g. in the emer-
gency room). Subjects in this study, particularly females,
viewing the severely abusive parent-child interaction per-
ceived the child as especially fearful after the abusive
incident. This attribution of fear might well be linked to
the socially-conditioned response (for females) to a severe
physical attack by one more powerful than themselves.
Female respondents tended to demonstrate a much higher
degree of empathic responsiveness toward the child than
males. Participants viewing the severe film segment expressed
more empathy for the child than those in the moderate film
condition. Males in the moderate film condition exhibited
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the least amount of empathy as they tended not to ascribe
fearful emotions to the child. Once again, this raises the
question of whether the men in this investigation were
well-socialized in terms of their responses to interpersonal
aggression (Bardwick * Douvan, 1971), or if the moderately
abusive interaction did not exceed the limits of child
discipline, thereby minimizing the male subjects' projection
of fear onto the child.
Abused children have been characterized as stubborn,
unresponsive, negativistic and depressed (Johnson $ Morse,
1968). Others have described these children as sad and
disheartened (Green, 1978). High prosocial subjects who
viewed the severely abusive parent-child interaction identi-
fied the child as feeling unloved after the abusive exchange
In addition, subjects in both film conditions who were
encouraged to empathize with the child ( imagine child ) were
more likely than those participants encouraged to express
their own feelings ( imagine witness ) to perceive the child
as angry after the abusive incident.
These attributed feelings of rejection (beling unloved)
and anger are quite similar to those feelings that are
experienced by the abusive parent. In light of the evidence
supporting the in t er gen er at ion a 1 pattern of abuse, it is not
surprising that the child is seen as responding to the
interaction similarly. The learned behaviors and emotions
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have begun to emerge within the child.
Attribution of Caus es for Child Abusive Incidents
The amltreatment of children by caretakers was first
recognized by the medical profession as a critical social
problem in the early sixties. Since that time many investi-
gators have attempted to delineate the causes of child
battering with the intention of gaining a clearer under-
standing of such violent behavior. Some distinctive theories
have emerged focusing on different levels of causation. The
concept of parental pathology, more appropriately labeled as
"inadequate parenting", have led many to focus on the care-
taker as the causal factor in abusive incidents (e.g. Kempe
and his associates). Others view child mistreatment as the
result of our societal values and social organization.
Environmental pressures accumulate, resulting in an exorbitant
amount of stress and frustration for the parent, many of whom
have ineffective coping strategies (e.g. Gil, Gelles). A
third approach concentrates on the interaction patterns of
the family members, recognizing the child as an elicitor of,
and active participant in the abuse (Parke § Collmer, 1975).
In an attempt to sample the general population's causal
explanations for child abusive behaviors, participants in
this investigation were asked to rate a series of possible
reasons on a seven-point scale. After viewing the abusive
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parent-child interaction, subjects reported that frustration
with one's life situation was a major determinant of such
violence. Disappointment in children was also thought to
influence abusive behavior. Proponents of the sociological
model (e.g. Gil) emphasize this frustration as an elicitor
of child brutality. In addition, they relate the degree of
parental frustration to the socioeconomic status of the
individual. Limited income and resources place the parent
under more stress thereby encouraging a higher incidence of
child abuse in the poorer families (Gil, 1973). Yet subjects
in this study ranked poverty as fourth among six causal
influences for abusive parent-child relations. Many of those
researchers who espouse the sociological model continue to
use, as their data base, statistics gathered from social
service agencies. It has been pointed out that such agencies
are utilized by those who are not fortunate enough to be able
to afford private physicians. Until the sample bias is
corrected, there remains an inherent danger in the total
acceptance of the sociological approach to understanding
child abuse.
Subjects did not perceive encouragement for discipline
by social norms as a sufficient explanation (or causal
influence) for deviant parent-child exchanges. This result
is distressing as it imp lies that the population ( at least
the female portion) is not fully aware of the violent atti-
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tudes toward children which are imbedded within our social
history. Physical punishment of children has long been
viewed as an appropriate method of socialization (Gil, 1971b;
Gadlin, 1978; Godfrey-Pinn
, 1978). Abusive parents imple-
ment culturally sanctioned disciplinary measures in their
child rearing, although at an inappropriately early age
(Gil, 1971b; Spinetta & Rigler, 1972). The widespread
acceptance of such techniques in child rearing is both
angering and preposterous.
Participants were less inclined to rate cultural
differences and lower-class values as causes of child batter-
ing. Anthropological literature reviews cultural variations
in child rearing and indicates that individual cultures
constitute a continuum of behaviors ranging from harsh
physical punishment to total indulgence with respect to
child rearing and the treatment of children in general (Kor-
bin, 1977).
One possible explanation for subjects' hesitation to
highly rank lower-class values as an influential factor in
child abuse can be found in the characteristics of the films
themselves. Both films were clearly representative of
middle-class environments with regard to the materials
displayed (e.g. clothes, furniture, etc.).
An interesting interaction occurred with regard to
subjects' ratings of "lower-class values" as an inducer of
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child brutality. Males who were encouraged to empathize
with the mother (imagine parent! did not accept the idea
that class values influence abusive behaviors. Since these
participants are the same individuals who reported feeling
amused during film viewing, it is quite possible that their
judgement was more of a defensive reaction to their anxiety.
(Refer to Hekmat, et al., 1975 for the relationship between
defensiveness and anxiety, and the subsequent effect on
empathic responsiveness). If these males were indeed able
to symbolically assume the mother's emotional position, it
would be self-deprecatory for them to label such interactions
as a function of lower-class values.
Those men encouraged to empathize with the child
(imagine child ) and women in the objective observer percep-
tual condition were most likely to regard lower-class values
as a sufficient cause of abusive parent-child relations.
There was no self-debasement involved for child empathizers
if they chose to highly rank this item. Objective observers
were encouraged to ignore emotional content of the films,
and therefore were able to justify their ratings on the
behavioral content alone. Their extremist position (in
relation to the other perceptual sets) of their ratings in
general suggests that they were also feeling conflictual
about their task, but utilized its' encouragement for
emotional distance to demonstrate their anxiety.
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Issues Surrounding Intervention
When asked what circumstances might encourage them to
intervene in an abusive parent-child interaction, high pro-
social women in the Severe film condition responded that
they would be most encouraged if other people were also
intervening. Although participants were undecided as to
whether physically protecting the child was a viable method
of intervention
, males were more apt to state this as a
choice of action. Inferences can be made from both these
findings. Hekmat, et al. (1975) found that high prosocial
individuals had a tendency towards making a good impression
and denying normal fears. In this instance, they masked
rather than denied these fears by reporting their probable
intervention when others were also involved -- a safety in
numbers. Males, on the other hand, chose the option that
they have been socialized to accept -- physical protection.
It is puzzling why this finding reversed itself within the
severe film condition. Females agreed that physical pro-
tection was an appropriate intervention more strongly than
their male counterparts.
Intervention involing the comforting of the child was
generally agreed upon by the participants. Subjects viewing
the severely abusive parent-child interaction, and female
respondents in both film conditions, strongly supported
this choice. These ratings are more easily explained. The
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severely battered child was not only in need of comforting
but of medical care. This made the act of comforting the
child less threatening for the individual. As far as the
females' response, sex role socialization has urged women to
be maternal, nurturant and loving (Bardwick $ Douvan, 1971).
When presented with the option of minding one's own
business, both high prosocial individuals in the severe film
condition and those viewing the moderately abusive parent-
child interaction tended to agree. This finding suggests
the notion that such general denial of child battering
incidents is what has permitted the persistence of such
aggressive acts. It is so much easier to turn away rather
than to get involved in such conflicts.
Subjects offered certain rationalizations for their
choices of intervention. Males who were encouraged to
empathize with the mother ( imagine parent ) were least likely
to justify their non-intervention with a need to avoid
personal harm. Yet males in the imagine child perceptual
condition claimed that they would probably avoid personal
harm by minding their own business. It is important to
point out that imagine parent males were not stating that
they would intervene; only that avoiding personal harm would
not constitute an adequate reason for remaining uninvolved.
They could thereby maintain their social image without
commiting themselves to action.
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Participants viewing the moderately abusive parent-
child interaction reported that they would probably not
intervene in order to insure that they were not interfering
in others' business. High prosocial women with imagine
p_arent perceptual instructions felt that interference in
another's affairs would not deter them from intervening.
As a matter of fact they perceived this abusive situation
as one which necessitated their intervention.
Males in the severe film condition felt a social
responsibility to intervene in some manner in an abusive
parent-child interaction. Subjects viewing this film seg-
ment, particularly high prosocial individuals, reported
feeling a personal responsibility to intervene based on
their concern for the child's welfare. This reported
responsibility, social and personal, should not be inter-
preted as a commitment to act; but merely as a cognitive
response to the situation.
Consistent with their other responses, males in the
imagine child perceptual condition were not likely to inter
vene based on concern for the child, yet their female
counterparts expressed this concern as a major factor in
their reported decision to intervene.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
This study sought to investigate a critical social
phenomenon, i.e. child abuse, by examining variations in
observer response to abusive parent-child interactions.
The design of this investigation was a 2x4x2x2
factorial. Two levels of the nonman ipul at ed prosocial
factor (high and Low), four levels of the experimentally
manipulated perceptual instruction factor (imagine child,
imagine parent, imagine witness, and objective observer),
two levels of the manipulated film factor (Moderate and
Severe), and two levels of the sex factor (male and female)
comprised the four independent variables of this study.
Subjects participated in two experimental sessions.
During Session 1, a battery of eight personality inventories
was administered. Session 2 consisted of viewing a brief
film depicting either a moderate or severely abusive parent-
child interaction, with specific observational instructions,
and the completion of the experimental questionnaire.
Using seven-point scales, respondents rated the observed
mother-daughter interaction on 308 dependent variables.
The second part of the questionnaire allowed particpants to
subjectively describe various aspects of the interaction.
In general, subjects rated the severely abusive inter-
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action as significantly different from the moderately
abusive one. Both sex and perceptual set affected subject
response to the interaction with indications that prosocial
level was also an important contributor to respondents'
judgement
.
The independent variables were found to significantly
affect subjects' cognitive perceptions of the interaction,
and the degree of empathy experienced as a response to the
observation
.
The results of this experiment have provided new
questions for future research, particularly with regard to
the demographic characteristics of the sample population.
Inferences can be made from the present data about the
need for parenting education prior to college entrance.
Many issues concerning the actual prevention of child
abuse and neglect within our society seem to be related to
our apathy concerning intervention. A more developed
awareness of this social problem by the general public
will be necessary before any major steps toward prevention
can be made.
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APPENDIX A
Session 1: Personality Inventories
The following is a sample booklet of the eight
personality inventories administered during Session 1.
The sequence of presentation was:
Affiliation
Social Desirability Scale
Empathy Scale
Ach i evemen t
Value Survey
Ascription of Responsibility
C-Scale
Orientation to the Psychological Needs of Others
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INTRODUCTION TO TZST BOOKLET
The purpose of this study is to better understand the
personality characteristics of normal individuals. V.'e are
focusing on what cnaracteristics go with other characteristics
in order to learn something about how personality characteristics
are organized, tie are also interested in hov: people react to
various experiences of other people. In our study this will
concern parent-child interactions
.
There are several tests that will follow. It is our hope
to get a more rounded pictura of ta-e individual personality.
For this reason, the testing session will be fairly icng,
( approximately l£ hours).
Many of the test items will be rather direct;. IJe are
assuming That when people are asked direct ques'ciors about
themselves, in a situation such as this, the information
obtained is more accurate than when the questions are disguised.
There are no right or wrong answers on any of these tests;
we are ail different to some extent and answers which AQCV.k/?.tely
describe one person will be different from answers which accurately
describe anotr.er person
.
There may be tines when in order to accurately describe
ourselves we have to say things which we believe otr.er people
would regard as negative- '.'e do net regard any cf your statements
about yourself as negatives we hope that your answers will reflect,
h cw you fee1 ~he more accurately your ~ r.swers represent wha
t
you believe and feel, Ghe mere they will contribute tc our under-
standing c f rv iman pers duality
.
'
'e hope that you will find these tests interesting tc answer
The last page of the test booklet is blank. You can use that
space if you care to write -one cf you* reactions to the individual
tests or the testing session as a whole. :..'e would appreciate any
comments, positive or negative.
Feedback will b a provided tc any of you who are interested.
At the conclusion cf this study there will be a meeting time
arranged with you so that 'She meaning cf the results can be
clarified. i:u may e::pect t'rese -"-suits sometime in . *
Affiliation
Affiliation is used by different people tc refer to several thin
To v/hat extent do you think each of the following things is
characteristic of you:
not
(
character- slightly fairly moderately
istic characteristic characteristic characterist
A
.
the desire to be with others
1. with a friend(s) of the same
sex 1 2 3 4
2. with a friend(s) of the
opposite sex 1 2 3 4
3. with someone you've just net
Df the sane sex 1 2 3 4
4
. with someone you ' ve just net
of the opposite sex 12 3 4
3
.
the desire tc enjoy the companion-
ship and fellowship of others, going
~ol3 02 3 and do ir.z tr. ir.gs
5 . with a friend ( 3 ) of the sane
sex 12 3^
z. with a friend(s) of the
opposite sex 1 2 3 4
?. with scr.eone you've just met
of the sane se:: 12 3 4
o. with sor.ecne you've just met
of the opposite sex 12 3^
C. the desire to share feelings with
others, to tali: to others about
v.r.at ' s ir.^or ~ar,x to you
9. with a friend of the sane
sex 1234
10. with a friend of the
opposite sex 12 3 4
11 . with someone you ' ve just net
of the sane sex 12 3 4
12 . with sor.ecne you' ve just met
of the cr^osite se:: 12 3 4
the desire to be understood by others,
to know that others can know and accep
how you i eel about things
13. with friends of the sane sex
!>• with friends of the opposite sex
15* with someone you've just met of
the same sex
16. with someone you've just met of
the opposite sex
the desire to understand others, to
icnow hew otners feel and what's
important to them
17i with friends of the same sex
li. with friends of the opposite sex
19. with someone you've just me- of
the sar.e se::
20. with someone you've just net of
the opposite sex
the ciesire to estabiisr. and maintain
positive personal relationships, to
want to make new friends and to keep
old frier.de
21. with friends of the same sex
22 . with friends of the epposire sex
with someone you've just met of
tr.e sex
with somecr.e you've just met of
the ODDOsite Sex
Listed below are a nur b er of 5ta+<amor+n n^
and tr.a * +e * . statements cor.cernir.fr personal attitudes
11 J il it is True or (2) if it is False/
?h
e
e
f0
candi5a?fs'
investigate the qualifications of all
2. I never hesitate to go out of my way to help someone in trouble.
3. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my
-ork if I am ™+encouraged. J — i not
I have never intensely disliked anyone.
5. On occasion I have h? d doubts about my ability to succeed in life,
6. I sometimes feel resentful v/hen I don't get my way.
7. I am always careful about my manner of dress.
Lly table manners at home are as good as when I eat cut inrestaurant.
_ u
1
a
^^r^
X
tijeZ - LntC- ^vie without paying for it and be sure I
./a a nou seer., i v/oula probably do it.
On a :ev; occasions, I have given up doing something because Ithought too little of my ability. ~ •
1.. .
-
like to zzssiz at times.
here have beer, tines when I felt like rebelling a-ainst oeoole
n au .xn*y ever, though I knew they were rieht.*-
13- Kq matter who I'm talking to, I'm alv/ays a good listener.
14. I can remember "playing sick" to get cut of something,
15- There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone.
16. I'm alv/ays willing to aemit it when I make a mistake.
17. I alv/ays try tc practice wnat I preach.
18. I don't find it particularly difficult tc get along with loud
mouthed, obnoxious people.
1?. I sometir.es try to get even, rather then forgive and forget.
20. '.'hen I don't know something I den"* at all mind admitting it.
21. I m alv/ays courteous, even to people
-/ho are disagreeable.
22. At tines I have really insisted on naving things my own way.
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There have been occasions v/hen I felt like smashing things,
wrongdoing ° f 3— else * P^ished for my
I never resent being asked to return a favor.
I have never been irked '.hen people expressed idem vervduferent irom my own. " J
I never make a long trip without checking the safety of my car
*f*n tines wnen 1 «« «iuit« jealous of the good
--Tiane of others. °
I have almost never felt the urea to tell naeone of
I ar. sometimes irritated by peopls who ask favors of ne.
I have never felt that I v;as punished without cause.
: scneximes think v/hen people have a misfortune thev omv
v/hat "hey deserved. b
I have never deliberately said something that hurt someone's
reel mfcs
.
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Hcgan Scale
Listed below are a number of statements. Indicate whether you feeleach statement is true or false by putting a (l) for True* or a I?) forraise beside each number.
1. A person needs -co "show off" a little now and then.
2. I liked Alice in '..onderland by Lev/is Carroll.
3. Clever, sarcastic people make me feel very uncomfortable,
I usually take an active part in the entertainment at parties.
5- I feel sure that there is only one true religion.
S« I am afraid of deep water.
7. I must adr.it I often try to get my own v:ay regardless of v.t at
others may want
.
8. I have at one time or another in my life tried my hand at writing
poetry.
9. Most of the arguments or quarrels I get into are ever matters of
principle
.
10. I would like the job of a foreign correspondent for a newspaper.
11. People today have forgotten how tc feel properly ashamed of
themselves
.
12. I prefer a shower tc a bathtub.
1-3
•
I always try to consider the other fellow's feelings before I ao
something.
Ik, I usually don't like to talk much unless I am with people Z know
very well.
15- I car. remember "playing sic::" tc ret cut of something.
16
.
I like to keep people guessing what I'm going to do next.
17. 3efore I do something I try to consider how my friends will react
to it.
18. I like to talk before groups of people.
19. k'hen a man is with a woman he is usually thinking about things
related to her sex.
20. Only a fool would try to change cur American way sf life.
21. Liy parents wore always very strict and stern with me.
22. Sometimes I rather enjoy going against the rules and doing thingsI'n not supposed to, &
23. I think I would lilce to belong to a singing club.
24. I think I an usually a leader in ny group.
25. I like to have a place for everything and everything in its place
26. I don't like to work on a problem unless there is the possibility
of coning out with a clear-cut and unambiguous answer.
27 It bothers me when something unexpected interrupts my daily
routine
.
28. Z have a natural talent :"or influencing people.
29. I don't really care whether people like me cr dislike me.
30. The trouble with many people is that they don't take things
seriously encuch.
31. It is hard for me just to sit still and relax.
32. Once in a while I think of things too bad to tail: about.
33- I feel that it is certainly best to keep my mouth shut when I'm
in trouble.
3^« I sum a sood r.i::er.
an it - or tant t •2.v — >-
37. Ily feelings are not easily hurt.
33. I have net problems so full of possibilities that I have bean
unable to make up my mine about them.
39- Often I car. ' t underctand \ ;hy I nave been so cross and grouch
y
40. '..hat others think of me does net bottler ne.
41. I would lilce to be a journalist.
^2
. I like 1 0 talk ab out se>:
.
-3* !iy v:ay of doing things is apt to be misunderstood by others.
kku Sometimes without any reason cr even when things are going
wrong, I feel excitedly nappy, "on top of the world."
&5 • • «y mother or father often mace r.e obey even when I thought it
was unreasonable
.
**6. I like to be with a crowd who play jokes on one another.
^7. I easily become inpatient with people.
W> Sometimes I enjoy hurting persons I love.
I have sometimes felt that difficulties were piling up so nigh
that I could not overcome then.
^9.
50. I an apt to pass up something I want to do when others feel that
it isn't \'orth doing.
51. People have often misundestood my intentions when I was trying
to put then right and be helpful.
52. I an usually calm and not easily upset.
53* - would certainly enjoy beating a crook his own game.
5^.
-
aa often so annoyed when someone tries to get ahead of me in
a line of people that I speak to hin about it.
55« - used to like hopscotch.
5 6
.
I have never been made es*n€ c ially nervous over trouble s that
any members of my family have gotten into,
57. I frequently undertake tore than I oar. accomplish.
53 . I en j oy the company of strong-willed oeopie
.
5?» Disobedience to the government is never iustified.
60. It irr the duty of a citizen to support his country, right :r
vrong
.
61. I have seen sone things so sac that I almost felt like crying.
62. I have a pretty clear idea of rhat I v/ould try to impart to my
students if. I -ere a teacher.
£ 1
other Deonles 1 shoes .
"
^. I am usually rather short-tampered v;ith people who cone around
and bother me with foolish Questions.
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Achievement
Achievement is used by different people to refer to different things.
To what extent do you think each of the following things is characteristic
of you:
not
_ character- slightly fairly charac- moderately very charac
-
istic characteristic teristic characteristic teristic
1 2 3 1+ 5
1L • wits uesire uo excsi ax anyxnmg you
have decided to do 1 2 3 it 5
O the desire to avoid failing at any-
thing you have decided to do 1 2 3 it 5
3 • the desire to do better than certain
ctners on sonetr. ; n£r vou hav-^ decided
to do 1 2 3 it 5
i*. the desire to see yourself improve
regardless of your standing ancng
others on something you have
decided to do 1 2 3 it 5
5- xhe desire to receive acknowledgement
from ctners for your ability to do
something 1 2 3 it 5
c
.
xhe desire to do well, but not
necessarily to do exceptionally -.veil 1 2 3 b 5
y<*«
you
ng trie following kinds of activities that
c part to do well, consider in which acti
like tc co well.
coul
vitie
create
and t o
a de
what
sire on
degree
no
XC
desire a slignt desire a af ir desire
do v.'ell to do well to do well
r.od
to
erate desire
do -.veil
a s
des
do
xror.g
ire ti
well
1 2 7 s
sccial activities, for example, going
cut with people you would like tc go
out with and being liked by those you
chocse to like 1 2 3 It «;
Q academic activities , schoolwork in
general 1 2 3 it 5
*• • your major area of concentration 1 2 3 it
10. sports activities 1 2 3 it <
11, arti %tic or creative activities -i 2 3 it 5
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12. interpersonal sensitivity, to be av/are
of and understanding of others' feelings
and circumstances 1 2 <> ^
13- interpersonal effectiveness, to be able
to lead others, to make suggestions
which others accept 12 3^5
14. to keep the place you live clean 12 3^5
15- to dress attractively 12 3^ ">
16. to help someone v/ith a project 1 2 3 4 5
17. some test of verbal or mathematical
ability 12 3^5
13. accurately judging the character of
others 123^5
19. Do you tend to dc your best regardless of the interest you have in
the work?
not character- slightly fairly charac- moderately very
is tic characteristic teristic character- charac
-
istic teristic
20. Do you do your best when you are given no reason for doing somethlr.£
other than it is part of your job?
p.ot character- slightly fairly charac- moderately very
istic characteristic teristic character- charac
istic terisf'
:
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Following are 13 values listed in alphabetical order. Your tas'c i«
S*?ou" sr * tneir « *». «
-
fiS^S! iiSt caref^ and P ie* out one value v/hich is the mostimportant for you. ..rite a "1" in the space next xo that value.
Then pick out the value which is second most important for you.
"rite a "2" in the space next to that value. Then do the same "foreacn of the remaining values. The value v/hich is least important
should nave "18" written in the space beside it.
Work slowly and think carefully. If you chance your mind, feel freeto change your answers. You car: just -rase. "The end result shouldtruiy show how you feel.
vOI'.iFORTABLE LI7I ( a prosperous life
)
All 2ILCI3IIIG Lin (a stimulating, active life)
OP ACCCS.IPLI3Hii£iiT (lasting contribution
)
A ..Cr,LD AT PEACI (free of i-iar and conflict)
A *CRLD CF 3EAUTY (beauty of nature and the arts)
EQUALITY (brotnerhcod, equal opportunity for all)
FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of Loved ones)
FRSEDCli ( independence , free choice
;
HAPPIII2S5 v contentedness
;
I"" S3 HARi '.C*:Y [ freedom from inner conflict
)
i'.AIUmS LOiVE ( sexual and spiritual intimacy
:'ATi:::i-L S2CURITY (protection .rem attr»cl:)
PLUASUHL ' an enjoyable
, leisurely life
)
JAL7ATTCN (saved, eternal lire)
SZLF-RESPECT v self-esteem;
SOCIAL iHjCCGKII ICil '.respect, admiration J
TRUE FRIENDSHIP vdese cempaniensnip
)
l.TSDGii (a mature understanding of life)
Below is another list cf I 3 values. Arrange then in order of
inpcrtanca
, the same as before.
AUBITIOUS (hard-working, aspiring)
BR0AH1IHDED ( open-minded
)
CAPABLE (competent, effective
)
CHEERFUL ( lighthearted
,
joyful
)
CLEAN (neat, tidy)
COURAGEOUS (standing up for your beliefs)
PGR 31711 IG (willing to pardon 0thers
)
SiSLFFUL (v/orking for the re If are of others)
HONEST { sincere , truthful
)
IMAGINATIVE ( daring, creative
)
INDEPENDENT ( self-reliant , self-sufficient
)
IITTELLECTUAL ( intelligent , reflective )
LOGICAL consistent, rational)
LC vING ( affectionate , tender
)
C3EDIENT dutiful
,
respectful
)
POLITE ( courteous , 1 :e il-nannered )
RESPONSIBLE [ dependable , reliable )
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Each of the items below is a statement of an attitude or opinion some
people have. There are no right or wrong responses to these statements
For each item, circle the number which best indicates the extent to
which you agree or disagree with it. If you are not certain, answer
agree or disagree to which comes closer to your opinions.
Strongly
Agree
Agree Disagree
1. If a good friend of mine
wanted to injure an enemy of
his, it would be my duty to
try to stop him. X
2. Failing to return the money
when you are given too much
change is the same as stealing
from a store.
X
3. I wouldn't feel that I had
to do my part in a group pro-
ject if everyone was lazy. i
^. If I hurt someone uninten-
tionally, I would feel almost
as guilty as I would if I had
done the same thing intentionally
.
1
5. Gossiping is so common in
our society that a person who
gossips once in a while can't
really be blamed so mucn. i
6. When a person is nasty to
me, I feel very little responsi-
bility to treat him well. i
7. I would feel less bothered
about leaving litter in a dirty
park than in a clean one. l
8. No matter what a perscn nas
done to us, there is no excuse
for taking advantage of him. 1
9. '.'hen a man is completely
involved in valuable v/orld you
can't blame him if he is insensi-
tive to those around him. 1
10. If I damaged someone's car
in an accident that was legally
his fault, I would still feel
somevhat guilty. 1
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
Hgree Disagree
11. I.'hen you consider hov: hard
it is for an honest businessman
to get ahead, it is easier to
forgive shrewdness in business. 123^
12. '..'hen a person is pushed
hard enough, there cones a
point beyond which anything he
does is justifiable. 1 2 3 4
13. liven if something you borrow
is defective you should still
replace it if it gezs brclcen. 1 2 3 u
14. You can't blame basically
good people who are forced by
their environment to be incon-
siderate cf others. 12 3 4
15. Mo natter how much a person
is provoked, he is always*
responsible for whatever he does. 123!;
16. 3eing upset or preoccupied
does not er.cuse a person for
doing anything he would ordinarily
avoid. 1234
17. As long as a businessman
doesn't break laws, he should feel
free to do his business as he
sees fit. 1 2 3 4
18. Occasionally in life a person
finds himself in a situation in
which ne has absolutely no con-
trol over what he does to others. 1 2 3 u
19- I would feel obligated to do
a favor for a person wno needed
it, even though he had not shov/n
gratitude for past favors. 1 2 3 k
20. T..'itn the pressure for grades
and the wide spread cheating in
school nowadays , the individual
who cheats occasionally is not as
much at fault. 1 2 3 4
21. I wouldn't feel badly about
giving offense to someone if ny
intentions had been good. 1 2 3 k
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Strongly
Agree
22. Extenuating circumstances
never completely remove a
person's responsibility for
his actions, -
23. You can't expect a person
to act much differently* from
everyone else.
x
2^. It doesn't make much sense
to be very concerned about how
we act when we are side and feel-
ing miserable
. 1
25. You just can't held a store
clerk responsible for being rude
and impolite at the end cf~a long
work day. 4
26. Professional obligations can
never justify neglecting the
welfare of others. 1
27. If I broke a machine through
mishandling, I would feel less
guilty if it was already damaged
before I used it. 1
28. '.'hen you have a job to do, it
is impossible to look out for
everybody' ? best interests. 1
ngree Disagree Strongly
Disagree
C -SCALE
Listed below* are a number of statements. Each represents a comonly
held opinion, and there are no right or wrong answers. You will
probably disagree with some items and agree with others. V.'e are
interested in the extent to which you agree or disagree with such
matters of opinion.
Read each statement carefully. Then indicate th: extent to which
you agree or disagree by circling the number below each statement.
The numbers and their meaning are indicated below.
If you agree strongly
, circle +3
If you agree somgwhat
, circle +2
If you agree slightly
, circle +1
If you disagree silently
, circle -1
If you disagree somewhat , circle -2
If you disagree strongly
, circle -3
First impressions are usually the best in such matters. Read each
statement, decide if you agree or disagree and the strength of your
opinion, and then circle the appropriate number below the statement.
Give your opinion or. every statement .
If you find that the numbers to be used in answering do net adequatel
indicate your own opinion, use the one which is closes -: to the way
you feel.
STATEMENTS 1
1. Never tell anyone the real reason you did something, unless it is
useful to do so.
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
2. The best way to handle people is to tell them what they want to
hear.
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
3. One should take action only when sure it is morally right.
-3 -2 -1 +i .+2 +3
4-. Host people are basically good and kind.
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
5. It is safest tc assume that all people have a vicious strealc and
it will come out when they are given a chance.
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
6. Honesty is the best policy in all cases.
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Tf
7. There is no excuse for lying to soneone else.
-3
-2 -1 +i +2 +3
8. Generally speaking, men don't work hard unless they're forcedto do so
.
-3
-2 -1 +i +2 +3
9. All in all, it is better to be humble and honest than to beimportant and dishonest.
-3
-2
-l +i +2 +3
10. When you ask
.
someone to do something for you, it is best togive the real reasons for wanting it rather than giving reasons
which carry more weight.
-3
-2 -1 +1 +2 +3
11. Most people who get ahead in the world lead clean, moral lives.
-3
-2
-l +i +2 +3
12. Anyone who eompletely trusts anyone else is asking for trouble.
-3 -2 -1 +1 -r2 +3
13. The biggest ^ difference between most criminals and other people is
that the criminals are stupid enough to get caught.
-3
-2 -1 i-i +2 +3
1^. Host men are brave.
-3
-2 -1 -rl +2 +3
15. It is wise to flatter important people.
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
16. It is possible to be good in ail respects.
-3 -2
-l +1 +2 +3
17. Barnum was wrong when he said that there's a sucker bom every
minute
.
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
18. It is hard to get ahead without cutting corners here and there.
-3
-2 -1 +1 +2 +3
19. People suffering from incurable diseases should have the choice
of being put painlessly to death.
-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3
20. Most men forget more easily the death of their father than the
loss of their property.
-3 -2 -1 -rl +2 +3
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It is usually not easy to respond when someone seems upset or has some
kind of psychological need, at least not easy to respond so that we feel
satisfied with the way we responded. Each of us might find it easier to
respond to certain kinds of problems that others might have, or easier
to respond some ways than other ways.
The following questions will be asked in several different ways. Each
question will ask something related to an orientation to others' psycho-
logical needs but in regard to varying otners. Each question will be
asked for a good friend as the other, for an acquaintance as the other,
a family member as the other, or a stranger as the other. The answer
you give may be different in regard to each of the others, or perhaps
the same
.
A. Do you think that you are generally aware of how another person is
feeling even without being directly told by
usually usually slightly usually fair-
not aware aware ly aware
1 2 3
he person?
usually moder- usually very
atelv aware aware
5
I. v/hen the other is a good friend 1 2 3 1+ 5
2. when the other is an acquaintance 1 2 3 It. 5
3- when the other is a family member 1 2 3
l+ 5
4, when the other is a stranger 1 2 3 k 5
3.
you
Can you usually understand how another person i
may not nave had any similar experience ycursel
s fee
f 0
ling even though
usually usually can usually can
cannot understand understand
understand a little fairly well
usually can
understand
moderately well
usually can
understand
very well
1 2 3
It
5. when the other is a good friend 1 2 3
It 5
6. when the other is an acquaintance 1 2 3
It 5
7. when the other is a family member 1 2 3
It 5
8. when the other is a stranger 1 2 3 5
C.
you
When you understand how another person is feeling, dees
to respond to him or her in a supportive or sympathetic
that enable
manner?
no slightly
supportive
fairly
supportive
moderately
supportive
very
supportive
1 2 3
5
9.
10.
when the
when the
other is
other is
a good friend
an acquaintance
1 2
1 2
3
3
It
It
5
5
11.
12.
when the
when the
other is
other is
a family member
a stranger
1 2
1 2
3
3
k 5
c.
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or di^essed?^ Y°U W t0 ****** t0 someone *ho seems upset
I rarely do I sometimes I do this a I very often I almost alwaysxni " d0 thls fair amount do this do this
wnen the other is a good friend
13. mainly Listen so as not to intrude
into what the other person does not
want to talk about 12 3^
I**. listen attentively 123^5
15* ask questions about the naxure of
the distress 1 2 3 ^ 5
16. give advice 12 3^*
5
1 H1 ( • relate own relevant experience 1 2 3 1+ 5
when the other is an acquaintance
18. mainly listen so as not to intrude
into what the other person does not
want to talk about 1 2 3 k 5
19. listen attentively 1 2 3 k 5
20. ask questions about the nature of
of the distress 1 2 3 k 5
21. give advice 1 2 3 k 5
22. relate own relevant experience 1 2 3 I* 5
when the other is a familv member
23. mainly listen so as not to intrude
into what the other person does not
want to talk about 1 2 3 u 5
lister, attentively 1 2 3 k 5
asks questions about the nature of
the distress 1 2 3 k 5
26. give advice 1 2 3 k 5
27. relate own relevant experience 1 2 3 k 5
when the other is a stranffer
23. mainly listen so as not to intrude
into what the ether person does not
want to talk about 1 2 3 k 5
29. listen attentively 1 2 3 ii 5
30. ask questions about the nature of
the distress 1 2 3 k 5
31. give advice 1 2 3 k 5
32. relate own relevant experience 1 2 3 5
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!j +
D
2u y
°U enj
? y ScnowinS th*t others talk to you about their problems orohat they confide in you?
Don't enjoy Slightly Fairly much uoderately Very much
eni°y enjoy enjoy enjoy
5
33. v/hen the other is a good friend 12-3 -4
3^. when the othjr is an acquaintance 1 2 3 i| 5
35. v/hen the other is a family member 1 2 3 if 5
36, when the other is someone you just met 12 3^5
37- Do you usually prefer to have friends who confide their problems
to you?
Confide tc a confide to confide to a confide confide
Slight degree s:me degree moderate degree extensively completely
7. Do you tnink you usually nave reasonable advice or suggestions v/hen
someone is uncertain or in conflict about something?
rarely occasionally generally often almost always
l 2 3 k 5
38. v/nen tr.e other is a close friend 1 2 3 <
39. v/hen the other L S an acquaintance 1 2 c
v/hen the other 1
S
a family member 1 2 3 5
v/hen the other is someone you just met 1 2 —
•
5
G. Do ycu find that you get upset v.-hen another person is distressed even
before knowing anything about what the cause of the distress is?
no a little upset somewhat upset quite upset very upset
1 2 3
v/hen the other is 1 2 3 5
v/hen the other is an acquaintance 1 2 3 5
when the ether 1 c- a family member 1 2 3
v*hen the otner is someone you just met 1 2 3 1
,
5
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H. Among^the following kinds of circumstances that could createdifficulties for someone, consider which circumstances you feel more orless able to respond to and to talk to the nerson about in a manner th a +
could have some good effect.
1 not able to be sympathetic or helpful
2 a little able to be sympathetic or helpful
3 somewhat able to be sympthetic or helpful
k quite able to be sympathetic or helpful
5 almost always able to be sympathetic or helpful
v/hen the other v/ho is a ^ood friend
^6. confides in you that s/he is upset due to circumstances s/he
brought abcut herself/himself12 3^5
^7. has a problem related to schoolv/ork12 3^5
^8. has a problem v/ith a love relationship12 3^5
49. has a problem in their family such as the serious illness or
death of a parent12 3^5
v/hen the other is an acq u a in t anc e
50. confides in you that he/she is upset due to circumstances ne/she
brought about hinself/herself12 3^5
51 • has a problem related to schoolv/ork12 3^5
52. has a problem with a love relationship
1 : 3 4 5
53* -°-as a problem in the family such as the serious illness of death
of a parent12 3*5
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when the other who "is a 'family member
5^. confides in you that he/she is upset due to circumstances ne/she
has brought about himself/herself
fa J "T J
55- has a problem related to schoolwork12 3^5
56. has a problem with a love relationship12 3^5
57- has a problem in the family such as the serious illness or death
of a parent
'•/hen the othe;: who is someone you .just met
53. con. Ides in you that he/she is upset due to circumstances he/she
has brought about himself/herself12 3^5
59- has a problem related to schoolwork12 3^5
60. has a problem with a love relationship '
•
12 3^5
u'i i has a problem in the family such as the serious illness or death
of a parent12 3^5
APPENDIX B
Session 2
Sample Questionnaire
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PLZA3Z READ CARZ7ULLY
You are about to begin Session II of your experimental
participation. During this session you will watch a film (about
2 minutes in duration) v/hich depicts the re-enactment of a parent-
child interaction. You will then be asked to respond to a series
of questions concerning your reactions to the film. You will have
a chance both to rate your reactions on various dimensions that
will be provided for you and to describe your reactions in your own
words.
Please read each question carefully.
A variety of dimensions are provided for you. You are to rate the
intensity of your response to the question on the basis of your
reactions to the film.
For example,
Peter has lost his keys four times during the last month.
Peter is,
not at all slightly somewhat medium a fair very much extremely
extent amount so so12 3^56?
absent-minded 123^5 (£) 7
preoccupied l 2 (T) 4567
careless 1 2 fT) ^567
other: 123^567
It is possible that none of the scales that we provide describes
xhe strongest reaction that you had. You can add a dimension that
represents your reactions best following each question
other: £a^^ 1 2 3 * 5 6 (?)
If you include such a dimension, please remember to rate the
intensity of that response.
In a few moments you will observe the re-enactment of
an inter-action betv/een a mother and her child. You see
all -hat happens but you need not be concerned about you
yourself being seen. That is, imagine that you are an
invisible witness.
Please try to carefully observe the way in which the
mother acts. Mote her body movements, the style and
manner in which she moves or uses her body. Hote her
gestures and the quality of her physical expressiveness.
You are to notice all c: the details of movement and
actions of the mother.
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PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER WHICH CORRESPONDS MOST CLOSELY WITH YOUR
REACTION.
1. What did you just see? Describe the situation.
not at all slightly somewhat medium a fair very much extremely
_
.
extent amount so so
1 2 3 it 5 6 7
a normal interaction between a
mother and a child 1 23^567
a mother chastising her child 123^567
a confusing situation 123^567
a justified disciplining of a
child 123^567
an abnormal reaction of a mother
to her child 123^
an understandable punishment by
a mother 1 ?
an attempt at teaching a child 1 2 3
other: 12 3
5 6 7
3^56?
e, A n
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2. How did you feel while you were witnessing this interaction?
not at all slightly somewhat medium
extent
a fair
amount
very much
1 2 3 4 5 6
amused j 0» c TJ *+ 5 6 7
L 2 3 5 6 7
anxious • *
L 2 3 k 5 6 7hnrpri '& WW* 2 3 k 5 6 7
caun 4
L 2 3 k 5 6 7
embarassed
L 2 ^j 5 o 7
aV 1 + c ^
2 3 k 5 6 7lorgivmg * 2 3 k 5 6 7
fT i^h tpnpd 1 2 3 5 6 7
2 3 5 6 7
itd.ppy * 2 3 k 5 6 7
hp! nl occ 4 2 3 5 6 7
indifferent j Ll 5 6 7
interested j 2 3 k 5 6 7
involved
] 2 3 k 5 6 7joyful
3 2 3 <* 5 6 7
peaceful j 2 3 k 5 6 7
perplexed \ 2 3 k 5 6 7
pleasant 1 2 3 5 cw 7
repulsed 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
sad i 2 3 k 5 6 7
self
-protective l 2 3 k 5 6 7
sympathetic l 2 3 k 5 6 7
startled 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
other: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
extremely
so
3. How did you feel, as a witness, as the interaction began?
not at all slightly somewhat medium
extent
a fair
amount
very much
so
1 2 j it 5 6
amused 1 2 3 i* 5 6 7
angry 1 2 3 % 5 6 7
anxious 1 2 3 (* 5 6 7
bored i 2 3 5 6 7
calm 1 2 3 5 6 7
embarassed 1 2 3 5 6 7
excited 1 2 3 it. 5 6 7
forgiving 1 2 3 tt 5 6 7
frightened 1 2 3 5 6 7i
guilty 1 2 3 5 6 7
happy 1 2 3 5 6 7
helpless 1 2 3 5 6 7
indifferent 1 2 3 5 6 7
interested 1 2 3 5 6 7
involved 2 3 5 6 7
joyful 2 3 5 6 7
peaceful 2 3 I* 5 6 7
perplexed 2 3 ij. 5 6 7
pleasant 2 3 ij. 5 6 7
repulsed 2 3 | 5 6 7
sad 2 3 5 6 7
self-protective 2 3 1* 5 6 7
startled 2 3 5 6 7
sympathetic 2 3 i* 5 6 7
other: 2 3 «» 5 6 7
7
^. Hov; did you feel after witnessing this parent-child interaction?
not at all slightly somewhat
1 2 3
amused 1
angry
•i1
anxious 1
bored 1i
calm
1
disappointed 1j.
excited 1i
embarassed 1
JL
forgiving 1L
guilty IX
happy 1
helpless 1
1
indifferent
1
interested 1
involved 1
joyful 1
peaceful 1
perplexed 1
pleasane 1
repulsed 1
sad 1
self-protective 1
startled 1
sympathetic 1
unconcerned 1
other
:
1
medium a fair very much extremely
extent amount so so
5
/
0 7
2 3 5 6 7
2 U L0 f
oc TJ Ll 0 7
c J Ll4- 5 0 7
0c J 4* 5 0 7
0
J Ll o 7
c J 4: 5 0 7
o
5 7
? -5J 4- 5 0 7
c
-? 5 0 7
2 3
i
,
5 6 7
2 3 5 6 7
2 3
i
i+ 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 k 5 6 7
2 3 i+ 5 6 7
2 3 5 o 7
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5 • How do you think the mother felt right before h er actions?
not at all si ightly somewhat medium a fair vprv TT11 1 ^ H1L1U L.1
1
extent amount 30 30
1 2 3 to 5 6
amused 1 2 3 5 6 7
angry 1 2 3 5 6 7
ashamed 1 2 3 5 6 7
caring 1 2 3 to 5 6 7
compassionate 1 2 3 It 6 7
confused 1 2 3 It 5 6 7
depressed 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
desperate 1 2 3 It 5 6 7
disappointed 1 2 3 It 5 6 7
dominant 1 2 3 It 5 A 7
embarassed 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
frightened 1 2 3 it e 6 7
frustrated 1 2 3 It 5 6 7
happy 1 2 3 It 5 6 7
isolated 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
just/fair 1 2 3 to 5 6 7
patient 1 2 3 to 5 6 7
pleasant 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7
resentful 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
sympathetic 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
unhappy 1 2 3 to 5
/
0 7
'* ithdrawn 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
other: 1 2 3 to 5 6 7
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6. How did the child feel right before the interaction?
not at all slightly somewhat medium
extent
a fair
amount
very much
30
3
extremely
so
afraid 41 2 3 1* 5 6 7
amused
1 2 3 k 5 6 7
angry
1 2 3 k 5
5
6 7belligerent
1 2 3 6 7
confused
1 2 3 5 6 7
7
content 1 2 3 5 6
embarassed 1 2 j !i 0 7frightened 1 c « I, 5 6 7
frustrated 1 2 3 <+ 5 6 7
7
happy 1 2 3 k 5 6
indifferent 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
insecure 1 2 3 5 6 7
loving 1 2 3 5 6 7
peaceful 1 2 3 (t 5 6 7
playful 1 2 3 k 5 5 7
proud 1 2 3 k 5 0 7
rejected 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
resentful 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
spiteful 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
unhappy 1 2 3 5 6 7
other
:
1 2 3 5 6 7
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7. What do you think were the mother's motives, intentions and/or
reasons for acting in this manner?
not at all slightly somewhat medium a fair very much extremely
extent amount so so
to do her job as a parent
to justly punish the child
to express her own feelings
of frustration and anger
to insure future obedience
from the child
to motivate the child
to display her authority
to make sure the child learns
what needs to be learned
to teach the child respect
other
:
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8
.
Whor. two people are interacting usually botn influence in aim.
at a11 sliS"- t:L s- »om.»,ha1: medium a fair very much Mrtrem.lv
extent amount so so
in general :
by being present
by representing responsibility
to the mother
mother ac*#»<J independent of
cnixd
' £ actions
by representing failure to
the mother
other
:
71 ore specifically :
by being impertinent
by being incompetent
by being disobedient
by being stubborn
by jeing a slow learner
by ./liimpering
o tner
:
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
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9. How do you think the mother felt after it was all over?
not at all slightly somewhat medium
extent
It
a fair
amount
very much extremely
sc so
amused 1 2 3 5 6 7
r
angry 1 2 3 5 6 7f
c ar ing 1 2 3 ft 5 o 7(
compassionate
1 2 3 l* 5 6 7
confused
1 2 3 ft
-/
5 6
r
7
content
1 2 3 ft 5 o
r
7
deprtsjed
1 2 3 ft 5 6
r
7
desperate
1 2 3 ft 5 6 7
disappointed 1 2 3 ft 5 6
(
7dominant 2 3 ft 5 6 7
embarassed 2 3 ft 5 6 7
frustrated 2 3 5 6 7
guilty 2 3 If 5 6 7
insecure 2 3 ft 5 6 nf
isolated 2 3 5 6 7just/fair 2 3 ft 5 6 7
patient 2 3 5 6 7
pleasant 2 3 1+ 5 6 7
resentful 2 3 5 6 7
satisfied 2 3 ft 5 6 7
sympathetic 2 3 ft 5 6 7
unhappy 2 3 5 6 7
withdrawn 2 J 5 0 7
other: 2 3 ft c 6 7
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10. How do you tnink the child felt after it was ail over?
not at all slightly somewnat medium a fair very much extremely
extent amount so so
1 2 3 4 5 5 7
afraid 1 2 3 (t 5 6 7
amused 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
angry 1 2 3 % 5 6 7
belligerent 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
confused 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
content 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
desperate 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
disappointed 1 2 3 k 0 7
embarassed 1 2 3 5 6 7
frightened 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
frustrated 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
nappy 1 2 3 Ur 5 6 7
indifferent 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7
insecure 1 2
"5
J i* 5 6 7
loving 1 2 3 if. c 6 71
panicked 1 2 u 5 6 7
peaceful 1 2 3 Ij. 5 6 7
playful 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
proud 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
rejected 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
spiteful 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
stubborn 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
unhappy 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7
unloved 1 2 3 !+ 5 6 7
other
:
1 2 3 5 0 7
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11. What type of person do you thi
not at all slightly somewhat
1 2 3
amu s ing
1 2
angry
1 2
calm
1 2
caring
1 2
compassionate
1 2
confused
1 2
cruel
1 2
depressed 1 2
domineering 1 2
insecure 1 2
just/fair l 2
patient 1 2
pleasant 1 2
resentful 1 .2
satisfied 1 2
sympathetic 1 2
unhappy 1 2
withdrawn 1 2
other
:
1 2
.1c the mother is?
medium a fair very much extremely
extent amount so so
5 6
3 1+ 5 6 71
3 it 5 6 T/I
3 it 5 6 7r
3 it 5 6 7
r
3 it 5 6 7i
3 it J 6 7r
3 it 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
3 k 5 6 ?
3 k 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
3 i+ 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
3 it 5 6 7
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12. hat type of person do you think the child is?
not at all slightly somewhat msdlium a fair ve ry much e
extent amount so s
1 2 J 5 6
amusing
1 2Cm i
.
LL 0 7
angry 1 c c 7
be Hirers 'it 1 2mm. 5 7
G Onfu c;pH
1 oCm r*-} 6w 7
content 1 2Cm c >•G 7f
disobedient 1 7Cm 6 7
fearful 1 2 3 k J 6 7f
h aDTDV^* tJ A 2 5 6 7
impertinent 1 2 i, 5 Q 7
incomDe tent 1 2 3 c < 7
ind ifferent 1 2 *r < 6 7
insecure 1 2 3 4> 6 7
loving 1 2 3 5 6 7
peaceful 1 2 3 o ?
proud 1 2 3 5 o 7
rejected 1 2 3 | 6 7
resentful 1 2 3 4" 6 n
spiteful 1 2 3 5 ^o
s cubborn 1 2 5 6 7
unnappy 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
other
:
1 2 3 5 6 7
7
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13. '.'hy do you thin!: such situations occur?
not at all slightly somewhat medium a fair
- extent amount
very much extremely
12 so
due to poverty
due to parental boredom
due to cultural differences
due to parents' desire for
excitement
due to disappointment in
children
due to encouragement for
discipline by social norms
due to lower-class values
due to ger.etic reasons
due to frustration with life
situation
due to other:
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 3
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1^. What circumstances might lead you to take some kind of action if •
you were to witness such a situation?
nox ax all slightly somewhat medium j-> •a fair %rery much extreme ly
extent amount so so12 3 5 6 7
mother seems particularly vicious 1 2 3 I* ej 6 7
child is being severly beaten 1 2 3 1* 5 6 7
other people are intervening 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
you are in the home of a stranger 1 2 3 !+ 5 6 7
you are in the home of relatives i 2 3 it 5 6 7
other people watching are making
no move intervene 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
other
i
1 2 3 it 5 6 7
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15. hat would you do if you were actually witnessing this situation?
strongly agree somewhat undecided somewhat disagree strong"!
ag££3 agree disagree disaere
ignore the situation 123^567
continue to watch and see what's
going to happen 123^567
physically intervene 123^567
think about the differences
inhhuman nature 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
take the child home with you 123^567
mind your own business 123^567
physically protect the child 123^567
report it to some authority
(police) 12 3^567
comfort the child 123^557
comment quietly to yourself 12 3^567
stop the mother by ohysical
force " 12 3^567
tell the mother to stop 1 2 3 5 6 7
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16. \hy v/culd you react in this manner?
strongly
agree
agree somewhat
agree
3
undecided
4
somev/hat
disagree
5
disagree strongly
disagree
to protect the child 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7
to avoid getting involved 1 2 3 h 5 6 7
to remain at peace with youself 1 2 3 5 6 7
to make sure that you don't
interfere with others'
business 1 2 3 <<- 5 6 7
having concern for the cnild 1 2 3 5 6 7
to avoid personal harm 1 2 3J j 6 7(
having concern for the mother 1 2 3 i+ 5 6 7
because the child is helpless 1 2 3 I; 5 6 7
having a social responsibility 1 2 3 5 6 ?
having a fear of acting
impulsively- 1 2 3 5 6 7
due to seriousness of situational
behaviors 1 2 3 5 6 7
due to lac/, of seriousness of
situational behaviors 1 2 3 i+ 5 6 7
due to not taiowing fciov/ to handle
the situation 1 2 3 i| 5 6 7
other
:
1 C 4 5 5 7
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17.
'
hat circumstances might hinder you from taking any action ifyou were to witness such a situation?
not at all slightly somewhat medium
extent
a fair very much extremely
amount so so
5 6
"
~
mother seems particularly vicious 1
child is being severely beaten l
mother might direct attack to you 1
you are in the home of a stranger 1
other people are intervening 1
you are in the home of relatives 1
other people watching are making
no move to intervene i
other;
__ 1
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Sv^%H itUati °nS -2 t^ er people C0^ider a witness to an event as
t/lllTe S %lllTAt\l^ hlS ° r h6r bUsiness ' one
not at all slightly somev;hat
.iieu ium
extent
a i air
amount
very
so
much extremely
1 2 3 k 5 6 7
responsibility to intervene 1 2 3 5 6 7
mind your own business 1 2 3 it 5 6 7
• hy?
to make sure that you don't
mxer^ ere v/itn others business 1 2 3 to 5 6 7
having fear of personal injury 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7
nav ^ng concern i or the mother 1 2 3 i+ 5 6 7
naving disinterest in situation 1 2 3 Ur 5 6 7
it's a social norm 1 2 3 k 5 0 7
dictated by personal conscience 1 2 3 k 5—
*
6 7
due to seriousness of interaction 1 2 tt 5 6 7
having concern for the child 1 2 3 to 5 6 7
situation aoes not involve you 1 2 3 5 6 7
it is not your right to intervene 1 2 3 to 5 6 7
having fear of acting impulsively 1 2 5 6 7
because child is helpless 1 2 3 to 5 6 7
due to lack of seriousness of
situation 1 2 3 1+ 5 0 7
other
:
1 2 3 to 5 6
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19. Do you think such situations really occur?
always usually occasionally some tines not often rarely never12 3 i± c a ~T
20, .ho do you think you observed the most carefully?
1 the mother
2 the child
3 yourself
b others
Cne of the things that is frequently frustrating to people participating
in psychological research is that they have to describe how they react
to something, how they feel about something, v/hat they think, by
checking off points on a scale. In addition to this being sometimes
frustrating, it also limits the information that researchers obtain.
The scales we developed may be quite different from the way you
would describe your reactions to the film you saw. \'e would very much
appreciate it if you now described your reactions in your own words.
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1. hat did you just see? Describe the situation.
i
2. How did you feel while you were witnessing this interaction?
3. Hoy/ did you feel, as a witness, as the interaction began?
k. How did you feel after witnessing this parent-child interaction?
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5. How do you think the mother felt right bef2X1 her actions?
6. How did the child feel right before the interaction?
7. -.hat do you think were the mother's motives, intentions, and/or
reasons for acting in this manner?
8. ihen two people are interacting, ususally both influence in some way.
how they interact. In what -ay did the chile contribute to the
mother's actions?
Ho* do you think the mother felt after it was all over?
Hov; do you think the child felt after it v/as all over*?
hat type of person do you think the mother is?
"hat type of person do you thinlc the child is?
hy do you think such situations occur?
T hat circumstances might lead you to take some kind of acti
if you were to witness such a situation?
"hat would you do if you were actually witnessing this situat
rhy would you react in this manner?
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17- ' hat circumstances might hinder you from taking any action if
you were to witness such a situation?
18. In some situations other people consider a witness to an event as
having the responsibility to intervene. Under other circumstances
a person is expected to mind his or her own business, \hich one
of these is applicable here? Jhy?
19. Do you think such situations really occur?
20. : .'ho do you think you observed tne most carefully?
196
Please provide the following information
Age;
Sex i
________
Occupation
:
___________
uarital Status:
Mo. of children ;
Educational level;
___________
Religious background:
3thnic Identification:
____________
No • of siblings in faiaily;
Your position among siblings:
Have you ever had any experience (particularly a recent one) which
relates to the film you saw?
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APPENDIX C
Moderate Physical Abuse
As the film begins, a mother is teaching her young
daughter to read. They are seated next to one another on
a couch. At first the mother responds to each of the
child's attempts encouragingly. Gradually the mother's
responses to her daughter become harsh. The mother's tone
of voice becomes noticeably sharper. The young child
continues to make pronunciation errors as she reads. The
mother suddenly pulls her hair, and threatens to "do worse
if the child does not listen to her. The child whimpers
but continues to read. Again the child stumbles over the
words. The mother angrily reprimands the child. The
child states that she does not want to read any longer;
and a second hair pull by the mother occurs. The film
fades out as the child is crying.
1
1
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APPENDIX D
Severe Physical Abuse
A mother enters her daughter's room upon arriving home
from work. The daughter is seated on the floor listening
to a small phonograph and reading. The mother loudly states
that the child did not clean up her room as she had asked.
Her voice pitch increases as she approaches the child. The
mother demands that the child explain herself, slaps the
child when she answers that she forgot, and knocks her onto
the floor. The mother focuses on a lunch pail that is on
the child's dresser, and begins to beat the child with the
lunch pail. The mother continues to yell, berating the
child, during the entire scene. The film fades out as the
mother is continually striking the child.
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APPENDIX E
Table of Significant Effects
The following table displays all significant main and
interaction effects of the four independent variables on
the 308 dependent variables in this study, as indicated by
analyses of variance.
Due to the excessive number of dependent variables,
only 155 were chosen for statistical analyses. It was
necessary to exclude an additional number from the final
analyses and interpretation of the results reported in
this paper.
The table is presented for those readers who are
interested in particular results that were not discussed.
The general significance levels of .05, .01, and .001 are
indicated for those dependent variables that were not
reported directly in Chapter Three.
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